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Funerary Ditched Enclosures in the Sarmatian 
Funerary Ritual. Observations Regarding Their 

Introduction, Distribution, Use, and Dating*

Vitalie Bârcă

To professor Oleksandr Symonenko on his 70th birthday

Abstract: Without aiming at being exhaustive, the present study attempts to present the circular, square, 
rectangular, or trapezoidal ditched enclosures, with or without graves inside, from the Sarmatian environment. 
The analysis has shown that the Sarmatians started to use such enclosures in barrow necropolises and under 
some of the singular Sarmatian barrows from the area north of the Black Sea ever since the Middle Sarmatian 
Period (1st century – first half of the 2nd century AD). The author notes the fact that the earliest square ditched 
enclosures without inner graves were found in the necropolises from Chertovitski II and Pisarevka (left of the 
Middle Don) and Medeleni (in the Prut‑Dniester interfluve). He also notes that the earliest circular ditched enclo‑
sures with graves in the inner area are attested below a series of barrows dated to the Middle Sarmatian Period 
(Obileni, Cazaclia (the Prut‑Dniester area), Verbki, Marina Roshcha (left of the Middle Dnieper), Kobyakovo 
(right of the Lower Don), as well as those in Krivoj Liman and Novoaleksandrovka I (left of the Lower Don). 

The analysis has indicated that at the current stage of research, most of the ditched enclosures from the 
north‑Pontic area mainly cluster in the Prut‑Dniester interfluve, where most are dated to the second half of 
the 2nd century – the first half of the 3rd century AD (the first stage of the Late Sarmatian Period), but are also 
encountered during the second half of the 3rd century – the beginning of the 4th century AD. A similar situation 
was noted for the Lower Don Basin, where funerary ditched enclosures were discovered below barrows dated to 
the second half of the 3rd century – the beginning/middle of the 4th century AD.

Similar funerary ditched enclosures are also present both in the habitation area of the Sarmatians in the 
Pannonian Plain and in the territory inhabited by Sarmatians in the Don Basin. It has been noted that the 
square, rectangular, and circular enclosures from the area of the Lower Don, most of which contained graves 
inside, can be largely dated to the chronological interval between the 2nd century and the beginning/first half of 
the 4th century AD. In the environment of the Sarmatians from the Pannonian Plain, these ditched enclosures 
were brought by immigrants from the north‑west Pontic steppes in the end of the 2nd century AD (right after the 
Marcomannic Wars) and were used in this area until the disappearance of the Sarmatians from the Carpathian 
Basin. Most of the ditches are circular, but some are oval, square, or even polygonal with six or eight corners. The 
square ditched enclosures from the Pannonian Plain differ from those in the north and north‑west Pontic area 
through the existence of graves inside most of these enclosures.

Taking into account all of these facts, the author concludes that ditched enclosures, following ground 
plans of different shapes, with or without inner graves, functioned as scenes for ritual actions connected to 
the funerary banquet and other elements of the cult of the dead. In the case of enclosures with graves inside, 
the ditches probably also separated the deceased from the outer world. The author has also concluded that the 
funerary ditched enclosures in the north Pontic area are mainly an attribute of the barrow funerary ritual. Last 
but not least, the author tends to believe in the eastern origin of the ditched enclosures from the Sarmatian 
environment.

Keywords: Sarmatians; graves; ritual ditched enclosures; the north‑Pontic area; the Pannonian Plain. 

Introduction

Starting from the most recent discoveries, the present study aims at reanalyzing in a wider con‑
text a series of aspects related to the ditched funerary enclosures with or without graves inside. I must 
mention from the very beginning that I do not aim to approach exhaustively all the peculiarities of 
these ditched funerary enclosures, but only to deal with some of the aspects that are more relevant for 
their function during ritual actions, but also for the chronology and history of the Sarmatian world.

*  English translation: Ana M. Gruia.
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Several types of funerary ditched enclosures, often with graves inside but sometimes without, 
have been identified so far in the Sarmatian environment: with circular ditch (Fig. 1/1), with square 
ditch (Fig. 1/2), with rectangular ditch (Fig. 1/3–4), and with trapezoidal ditch (Fig. 1/5)1. 

Funerary enclosures with ditches following various ground plans, with or without inner graves, 
discovered below singular Sarmatian barrows or part of tumular or flat necropolises (according to some 
authors) are only known for about five decades in certain territories inhabited by the Sarmatians (mainly 
the Prut‑Dniester interfluve, the region of the Lower and Middle Don, and the Pannonian Plain). 

The following classification of funerary ditched enclosures in the north and north‑west Pontic 
area has been suggested: 1. Square, with access on one of the sides and without graves inside; 2. 
Rectangular, without either access or inner graves; 3. Rectangular, both with and without access, but 
with graves inside; 4. Trapezoidal, with access and graves inside; 5. Circular, both with and without an 
entrance, but with graves mainly placed in the central part2. 

Square-shaped funerary ditched enclosures 

In the territories located north and north‑west of the Black Sea, these enclosures have an access 
area located mainly on the southern, south‑eastern, or south‑western sides, their corners or sides 
are oriented towards the four cardinal points, and, with a few exceptions, do not have graves inside. 
Funerary enclosures of this type are usually set in rows or in chessboard‑type patterns, but there are 
also cases in which they are irregularly placed inside the necropolises.

In the area between the Prut and the Dniester, such square ditched enclosures have been discovered 
in Aliyaga3, Alkaliya4, Bădragii Noi5, Cioropcani6, Cuconeştii Vechi II7, Floriţoaia Nouă8, Kholmskoe9, 
Kotlovina10, Nagornoe11, Palanca12, Petreşti13, Vasil’evka14, and probably also the Sarmatian necropolis 
close to the settlement of Cartal15 etc. Such a ditched enclosure with access on the southern side was 
recently discovered in Medeleni16. In the basin of the River Don, such finds were noted in the necropo‑
lises from Chertovitski II17, Pisarevka18 (left of the Middle Don), Zhuravka19, and Kobyakova20 (right 
of the Lower Don).

In the barrow necropolis from Kholmskoe (Fig. 3) 22 graves are grouped around five such square 
ditched enclosures21, while in the necropolis from Cuconeştii Vechi II 48 graves have been researched 

1 See for this Bârcă 2015, 103–118, with the entire bibliography. Abbreviations: T = Tumulus; G = Grave.
2 Simonenko 1991, 212–213; Simonenko 1993, 118–119; Kurchatov, Symonenko, Chyrkov 1995, 118–119.
3 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 32, 34, Fig. 10/1; Fokeev 1986, 159.
4 Subbotin, Dzigovskij 1990a, 12, 17, Fig. 5/8, 10/2. The Alkaliya necropolis is located on the territory of the municipality 

of Shirokoe, in the Belgorod‑Dnestrovsk raion, the region of Odesa.
5 Yarovoj, Chirkov 1989, 182–183; Kurchatov, Symonenko, Chyrkov 1995.; Bârcă, Symonenko 2009, 215–216, Fig. 78. The 

burials in Bădragii Noi –“La Stâncă” were performed in a breast‑shaped limestone cliff. This should probably be regarded 
as a situation reminding of burials below barrows.

6 Grosu, Savva 1987, 72–73.
7 Dergachev 1982, 122–124, Fig. 34, 43/5, 7, 8.
8 Kurchatov, Levinskij 2007, 311–320.
9 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 6, 91, Fig. 1; Fokeev 1986, 159.
10 Data provided by A. V. Simonenko.
11 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 39, 44, Fig. 12/7; Fokeev 1986, 159; Fokeev 1987, 20.
12 Kurchatov 1990, 26–27, Fig. 15/1.
13 Yarovoj 1986, 41–70; Kurchatov 1989, 74–75; Grosu 1995, 146, Fig. 19; Kurchatov, Levinskij 2007, 316; Simonenko 

2010, 566, the figure on the bottom of the page. 20 such funerary enclosures have been documented so far in the necrop‑
olis from Petreşti, but the site has not been entirely researched.

14 Subbotin, Dzigovskij 1990b, 15, Fig. 8/8, 12/2, 13/13–14.
15 Bruyako, Dzigovskij 2008, 76.
16 Vornic, Bubulici, Popovici 2015, 61–63, Fig. 4, 16; Vornic, Bubulici, Popovici 2016, 23, Fig. 12/4. 
17 Medvedev 1990, 71, 95, Fig. 25V; Simonenko 1993, 120; Simonenko 2003, 154, Fig. 6: Bârcă, Symonenko 2009, 218. The 

necropolis is located close to the Voronezh river, a left‑side effluent of the Don.
18 Medvedev 1990, 77, 95; Simonenko 1993, 120; Simonenko 2003, 154; Bârcă, Symonenko 2009, 218. The necropolis is 

located on the right bank of the Voronezh, a left‑side effluent of the Don.
19 Bezuglov, Zakharov 1988, 11, Fig. 1/3. The necropolis is located on the right bank of the Lower Don, on a high terrace of 

River Bystraya, 1 km away from the town of Komissarova, in the raion of Tatsinsk, Rostov region. 
20 Larenok 2016, 10–13, Fig. 7. The necropolis is located on the right bank of the Lower Don.
21 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 6–20, Fig. 1, 3/8, 5/17, 6/1, 5, 8, 7/10, 8/19.
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around six square ditches22. In the partially investigated necropolis from Aliyaga, specialists have iden‑
tified six barrow graves located in the proximity of a square ditched enclosure,23 whereas 13 barrow 
graves and four square ditched funerary enclosures were researched in the necropolis from Vasil’evka 
(Fig. 4/6–8). Archaeologists have noted that the barrows on top of the latter enclosures have been 
totally destroyed by agricultural works performed on the site24. 19 such funerary features, only one of 
which had a grave inside, were researched in the necropolis from Petreşti. In this necropolis, the square 
ditched enclosures are placed irregularly and some of them have a grave in close proximity25. Both in 
the necropolises from Petreşti and Kholmskoe, on the one hand and the necropolis from Vasil’evka, 
on the other hand, archaeologists have also discovered numerous graves located inside rectangular 
(Fig. 4/1) or circular ditched enclosures (Fig. 4/3–5). In Medeleni, five graves were found near the 
funerary enclosure26 (Fig. 8/1). The enclosure in Palanca (Fig. 10/1) was located near T 2 where several 
contemporary Sarmatian graves, forming a small necropolis, were discovered27. An interesting situa‑
tion was identified in the necropolis from Alkaliya. A square ditched enclosure was discovered below T 
20, while a grave with a ritual pit in its close proximity was identified 3 m apart from its north‑western 
side28. A square ditched enclosure with no grave inside was discovered below barrow T 31 in the same 
necropolis. A few square ditched enclosures were also found left of the Lower Don beneath the mantle 
of barrows with and without inner graves. Such features have been attributed to the final stage of the 
Late Sarmatian Period (the second half of the 3rd century – the 4th century AD)29. Nevertheless, the 
rest of the square or rectangular ditched enclosures from the same area and chronological segment 
are characterized by the presence of inner graves30. A grave with niche for example contained inside a 
square enclosure with access on the southern side below T 16 in Zhuravka31 (Fig. 7/3). The skull of the 
deceased buried in this grave had been artificially deformed32, just like the skull of the body in G 1 in 
Floriţoaia Nouă, located 60 m north of the square ditched enclosure33.

In the borrow necropolis from Chertovitski II34 the five enclosures were placed in a chain from 
north to south along the eastern side of the necropolis (Fig. 7/4–5) that can be dated to the 1st cen‑
tury AD35. The ditched enclosure in Pisarevka is part of a necropolis that consists of 42 barrows, of 
which only five have ben researched36. In my opinion this indicates that future researches inside the 
necropolis could lead to the discovery of other ditched enclosures. The situation in the two cemeteries 
suggests that such funerary enclosures might have also existed in other necropolises around barrows. 

The square ditched enclosure in Kobyakova was discovered in 2004 on a promontory bordered 
to the south by the tall and steep bank of River Ron. The relief of the area has been deeply trans‑
formed and leveled. Two barrows were located on the promontory, one of which was built during 
the Eneolithic‑Bronze Age (T 1) and the other during the Middle Bronze Age (T 2). During the first 
centuries AD, a platform surrounded by a square‑shaped ditch was designed on the spot of the second 
barrow37.

The dimensions of the square ditched enclosures vary, they contained no inner graves, and the 
great majority cannot be connected to any grave in the respective necropolises. The situations in 
Medeleni (Fig. 8/1), Petrești, and the necropolis in Bădragii Noi (Fig. 2) are exceptions to these charac‑
teristics, as in these cases one can identify connections between the funerary enclosures and graves. In 

22 Dergachev 1982, 101, 121–124, Fig. 34, 43/5, 7, 8; Grosu 1995, 146.
23 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 32–35, Fig. 10.
24 Subbotin, Dzigovskij 1990b, 2–15, Fig. 1, 8/8, 12/2, 13/13–14.
25 Kurchatov 1989, 74; Kurchatov, Levinskij 2007, 316; Grosu 1995, 146, Fig. 19; Simonenko 2010, 566, the figure on the 

bottom of the page.
26 Vornic, Bubulici, Popovici 2015, 59–72; Vornic, Bubulici, Popovici 2016, 20–48.
27 Kurchatov 1990, 27–40.
28 Subbotin, Dzigovskij 1990, 11–12, Fig. 5/8.
29 Bezuglov, Zakharov 1988, 14.
30 Bezuglov, Zakharov 1988, 13–17.
31 Bezuglov, Zakharov 1988, 7, 11, Tab. 1, Fig. 1/3, 6.
32 Bezuglov, Zakharov 1988, 9.
33 Kurchatov, Levinskij 2007, 314.
34 The necropolis consists of 30 barrows, only 13 of which have been researched (Medvedev 1990, 63 sqq.).
35 Medvedev 1990, 63–73, Fig. 26–28.
36 Medvedev 1990, 77–78.
37 Larenok 2016, 10–11, Fig. 1/7; 7.
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Medeleni, four of the graves were located west of the funerary enclosures and one was located east of it 
(Fig. 8/1). In the necropolis from Bădragii Noi the graves were located near the western sides and the 
north‑western corners of these square ditched enclosures. A similar situation can be noted in several 
cases in the necropolis from Petreşti, but also in the enclosure below T 20 in Alkaliya. The enclosures 
in Bădragii Noi were oriented from north‑west to south‑east. They measured between 11.5 × 11 m 
and 13.5 × 13.3 m, while their corners were oriented towards the cardinal points. The width of the 
entrance into the enclosures from Bădragii Noi varied between 2.1 and 2.8 m. The smallest square 
ditched enclosure in Cuconeştii Vechi II measured 7 × 7 m, while the largest measured 13 × 13 m. 
The width of the entrances of the enclosures in Cuconeştii Vechi II varied between 2 and 4.3 m. The 
smallest square enclosure in Petreşti measured 7 × 7 m, but others on the same site measured as much 
as 12 × 12 m. The square‑shaped ditched enclosure in Aliyaga measured 13 × 13 cm, while those from 
the necropolis in Kholmskoe measured 11 × 11.5 m, 12 × 12 m, 13 × 13 m, and 16 × 16 m respectively 
(Fig. 3). The sides of the square enclosure in Cioropcani measured 8 m in length, while the width of the 
access area was of 1.2 m. As for the square enclosures in the necropolis from Vasil’evka, they measured 
6 × 6 m, 9 × 9 m, 12 × 12 m, and 13 × 13.5 m, with the entrances varying between 1.3 and 3 m in width 
(Fig. 4/6). The enclosures in Alkaliya measured 6.2 × 6 m and 7.5 × 6.8 m and their access areas meas‑
ured 0.7 and 0.6 m in width. The square ditched enclosure in Medeleni had the following dimensions: 
the northern side 9.9 m in length, the eastern side 9.4 m in length, the western side 8.3 m, and the 
southern side 10.3 m, while the opening of the access area measured 1.8 m38 (Fig. 8/1).

The ditched enclosure in Floriţoaia Nouă measured 10.5  ×  10.5  m. Its corners were oriented 
towards the cardinal points and the access area, 2.5 m‑wide, was located in the south‑eastern side. 
One can note the similar dimensions of the square ditched enclosure in Palanca (Fig. 10/1). Its sides 
were oriented towards the cardinal points and the access area, measuring 2 m in width, was located 
on the southern side. The dimensions of the square ditched enclosures and southern entrance of the 
features from the necropolis in Chertovitski II varied between 8 × 8 m and 12 × 12 m. A special situ‑
ation is that of the funerary ditched enclosure from the barrow necropolis in Nagornoe. It measured 
25 × 26 m and was located 80 m south‑west of T 1 (Fig. 10/4). The ditched enclosure in Kobyakova 
measured 18 × 18 m and its corners were also oriented towards the cardinal points.

As for the width of the ditches one must note that it varied between 0.5 and 2.2 m, while in depth 
such features measured between 0.70 m and 1.8 m; the great majority of such ditches were deeper 
than 1 m.

A rarer situation has been identified in the case of the square ditched enclosure near T 7 in the 
necropolis from Chertovitski II. It was not provided with an access area, but contained two ritual pits 
inside, rectangular in ground shape, with the fill containing burnt wooden coals39.

In the fill of the ditches and from the surface of some of these square ditched enclosures archae‑
ologists have discovered entire and fragmentary amphorae (Bădragii Noi, Palanca, Vasil’evka), entire 
and fragmentary ceramic pots (Cuconeştii Vechi II, Medeleni, Kholmskoe, Zhuravka, Chertovitski II), 
burnt wooden coals, ash (Chertovitski II), astragals (Cioropcani), and animal bones (Cuconeştii Vechi 
II, Palanca). One fragment from a human skull cap was discovered in the ditch from the eastern side 
of the enclosure in Medeleni. The bone fragment was attributed with a high degree of probability to 
a male mature individual (aged 30–60)40. 55 fragments of broken amphorae, several fragments from 
handmade and wheel‑thrown pots, as well as a rather small number of fragmentary horse and sheep 
bones were uncovered from the surface of the enclosure in Kobyakova. On the same site, a jug con‑
taining a fragment from a reddish amphora and several small limestone rocks had been deposited in 
a pit. North‑west of the southern side of the ditch of this funerary enclosure, at the depth of 1.58 m, 
archaeologists have also discovered a small cauldron made of bronze sheet, with convex bottom41.

The amphorae from Bădragii Noi belong to type C according to D. B. Shelov’s typological classifica‑
tion42 and to type C IVC in S. Yu. Vnukov’s most recent typology43. These amphorae have been dated 

38 Vornic, Bubulici, Popovici 2016, 24.
39 Medvedev 1990, 71, 95, Fig. 25V.
40 Vornic, Bubulici, Popovici 2016, 24.
41 For the artifacts discovered on the surface of the enclosure see Larenok 2016, 11–13, Fig. 8.
42 Shelov 1978, 18, Fig. 6.
43 Vnukov 2003, 202; Vnukov 2006, 166, 167, Fig. 1/9; 10.
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to the 2nd century AD44 or to the chronological period between the second quarter of the 2nd century 
AD and the end of the 2nd century AD (?)45. Based on a discovery made in Tanais some specialists have 
stated that amphorae of this type were introduced sometime at the turn between the 1st and the 2nd 
centuries AD. In support of this statement, they have mentioned the discovery of a closed feature that 
contained amphorae of the Vnukov C IVB2 type and the neck of an amphora of an earlier variant (C 
IVC1) of type C IVC, encountered in features that ended in the fire from the middle of the 2nd century 
AD46. The military necropolis from Bădragii Noi has been dated to the second half of the 2nd century – 
the first half of the 3rd century AD47, despite the fact that both the amphorae from the funerary enclo‑
sures and the inventory items in the graves, among which one notes the strongly profiled brooch48 and 
the buckles with circular eye and mobile plate from G 7, as well as the swords with ring‑shaped pommel 
discovered in six of the graves, suggest that the necropolis should be rather dated to the second half 
of the 2nd century AD, probably sometime during the Marcomannic Wars and the subsequent period.

To type C in D. B. Shelov’s typological classification and to type C IVC in S. Yu. Vnukov’s one 
can also include 48 of the amphora fragments found in Kobyakova. Five other fragments belong to 
Bosphoran amphorae dated to the second half of the 2nd century, while two are amphora feet dated to 
the first centuries AD49.

The amphora found in the fill of the ditch from Palanca is made of light yellowish fabric, has pro‑
filed rim, tall and narrow neck, conical and oblong body (with the surface with light striations), short 
and ring‑like foot, and profiled handles50 (Fig. 10/2). It belongs to type B in D. B. Shelov’s classifica‑
tion51 or type C IVB according to S. Yu. Vnukov52. Amphorae of this type are dated to the second third 
of the 1st century – the middle of the 2nd century AD53 or to 75/80 –130/140 AD54. S. A. Naumenko 
believes that such amphora started to be produced in the second half of the 1st century AD or in the 
beginning of the final third of the century and went out of production in the beginning of the 2nd cen‑
tury AD55. In the group of amphorae of this type, S. Yu. Vnukov56 and S. A. Naumenko57 distinguish 
between two sub‑variants: C IVB1 and C IVB2. The amphora from Palanca belongs to sub‑variant C 
IVB258.

The funerary inventories of the graves around the square ditched enclosure in Medeleni indicate 
that this group of graves should be dated sometime between the final quarter/end of the 1st century 
and the beginning/first decades of the 2nd century AD59.

As for the cauldron discovered near the ditch of the enclosure in Kobyakova, one must state that 
it is similar to the “Debelt”‑type cauldrons. They are of Italic origin and are frequently encountered 
in the Roman provincial environment. Such cauldrons are dated to the second half of the 1st century 

44 Shelov 1978, 18.
45 Vnukov 2003, 202; Vnukov 2006, 167, Fig. 10; Vnukov 2016, 41, 43, 44.
46 Naumenko 2008, 271; Naumenko 2017, 25 and Fig. 4/4C1. The items that belong to sub‑variant C IVC1 reach 7–7.5 liters 

in volume, while those part of sub‑variant C IVC2 are slightly smaller, with a volume of ca. 6 liters, and spread during the 
second half of the 2nd century AD (Naumenko 2017, 25, Fig. 4/4C2).

47 Kurchatov, Symonenko, Chyrkov 1995, 122.
48 The bilateral spring of the brooch consists of a large number of coils and its external chord is supported by the hook. The 

body is slightly flattened and decorated with two knots, one towards the head and the other separating the body from 
the foot that ends in a knob. The catchplate is rectangular. The brooch belongs to group 10, series I, variant 2 of strongly 
profiled brooches in V. V. Kropotov’s typological classification, mostly dated to the 2nd century AD (Kropotov 2010, 224, 
225, 226–227, 228).

49 For all types of discovered amphorae see Larenok 2016, 13, Fig. 8/6–17.
50 Kurchatov 1990, 27, Fig. 15/3.
51 Shelov 1978, 18, Fig. 4.
52 Vnukov 2006, 166, 167, Fig. 1/8, 10.
53 Shelov 1978, 18; Opaiţ 1980, 301, type VIA.
54 Vnukov 2003, 202; Vnukov 2006, 166, 167, Fig. 10.
55 Naumenko 2012, 64; Naumenko 2017, 25. 
56 Vnukov 2016, 41, Fig. 3/7–8 (C IVB1), 3/9–12 (C IVB2).
57 Naumenko 2017, 25, Fig. 4/4B1 (C IVB1), 4/4B2 with sub‑variants a‑b. The volume of amphorae variant B1 measures 6.1 

liters, while the volume of amphorae part of variant B2 vary between 5.4 and 6 liters.
58 The amphorae that can be included in this sub‑variant are dated between the beginning of the 2nd century AD and the 

140s (Vnukov 2016, 44), despite the fact that a series of discoveries indicate they were used ever since the end of the 1st 
century AD. 

59 For the graves in Medeleni see Vornic, Bubulici, Popovici 2015; Vornic, Bubulici, Popovici 2016.
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AD – the middle of the 2nd century AD60. Numerous items of this type, that are the earliest forms of 
cauldrons, have been discovered in Pompei and the surrounding cities61. The distribution area of these 
artifacts reaches West Kazakhstan and they have been occasionally found in the region of the Volga 
and of the Don as well62.

In the Sarmatian environment similar cauldrons were discovered in T 12 G 1 from Novo‑Podkreazh63 
(left of the Lower Dnieper), dated in my opinion to the second half/end of the 1st century AD – the 
beginning of the 2nd century AD, T 3 G 1 in Berdiya64 (left of the Don), dated to the second half of the 
1st century AD – the beginning of the 2nd century AD, and T 15 Tiflisskaya65 (in the region of Kuban), 
that can be dated to the second half of the 1st century AD. Such a cauldron was also found in T 11 from 
the necropolis in Avilovsk II66 (in the Lower Volga region), the inventory of which includes an Eggers 
140‑type saucepan67, that indicates the fact that the grave should be dated to the same chronological 
period as the previously discussed features. Similar cauldrons were also discovered in several later 
Sarmatian graves, such as those in T 26 from Staritsa68, T 67 from Berezhnovka69 (in the Volga region), 
T 20 in the necropolis from Tsentral’nyj70, and the barrow grave (T 6) from Rostov on the Don71. In the 
north‑Pontic area west of the Don, a similar item was found in T 6 G 1 from Shevchenko72, that should 
be dated, in my opinion, to the period between the middle/end of the 2nd century AD and the begin‑
ning of the 3rd century AD73. All of the above‑mentioned cauldrons, and other similar ones from the 
Sarmatian environment, belong to types II and III in S. I. Demidenko’s typological structure74. Based 
on its horizontal rim, the vessel from Kobyakovo is closer to those of type III75 that also includes the 
items from T 67 in Berezhnovka and T 20 from the necropolis in Tsentral’nyj.

No such cauldrons are known from Sarmatian graves dated subsequent to this upper chronolog‑
ical limit, indicating the fact that in the Sarmatian environment they were used between the second 
half of the 1st century and the beginning of the 3rd century AD.

Taking into account the dating of the amphorae and of the cauldron one can conclude that the 
square ditched enclosure from Kobyakova can be dated between the second quarter and the end of the 
2nd century AD.

Rectangular funerary ditched enclosures without graves inside 

Funerary ditched enclosures of this type are not very numerous in the north‑west Pontic area. Such 
a design, partially destroyed by agricultural works, was discovered 100 m east of the Sarmatian barrow 
in Kalanchak that was part of a group of barrows dated to different periods76. The northern corner and 
two of te sides (one measuring 5 m and the other measuring 7 m in length) have been preserved from 

60 Raev 1978, 628, 636, Pl. 11/3; Raev 1986, 24.
61 Raev 1986, 24. S. Tassinari attributes cauldrons of this type from Pompei to type U2120 (Tassinari 1993, 100, 253–265).
62 Raev 1986, 24 with the bibliography.
63 Kostenko 1977, 123, Pl. 3/11; Raev 1986, 24; Simonenko 2008, 60, Pl. 28/1; Bârcă, Symonenko 2009, 185–186, Fig. 68/8. 

The funerary furnishings of the grave in Novo‑Podcreazh included an Eggers 70‑type cauldron (Řepov type) and two 
beads (Simonenko 2008, 60, Pl. 27/2a‑b, 28/2).

64 Mordvintseva, Sergatskov 1995, 118, 121, 123, Fig. 5/3; Sergatskov 2000, 121–122, Fig. 87/1; Sergatskov 2004, 110, 
Fig. 2/3.

65 Gushchina, Zasetskaya 1994, 59, cat. no. 273; Marčenko, Limberis 2008, 349, Pl. 77/2.
66 Sergatskov 2000, 87, 121–122, Fig. 104/4; Sergatskov 2004, 110.
67 Sergatskov 2000, 85, 122–123, Fig. 104/3; Sergatskov 2004, 109, Fig. 2/1.
68 Kropotkin, 1970, 91, no. 777, Fig. 61/8–9; Shilov 1975, 162, Fig. 61/1.
69 Kropotkin 1970, 91, no. 778, Fig. 63/4; Raev 1986, 24 and footnote 194.
70 Raev 1986, 24–25, Pl. 19/9; Raev, Naumenko 1993, Fig. 4; Maksimenko 1998, 116, Fig. 54/3; The grave in T 20 from the 

necropolis in Tsentral’nyj is dated to the first half of the 2nd century AD (Raev 1986, 55; Raev, Naumenko 1993, 157).
71 Volkov, Guguev 1986, 73–74, Pl. 53/5. The grave in Rostov on the Don dates to the end of the 2nd century AD – the begin‑

ning of the 3rd century AD.
72 Shepko 1987, 165, Fig. 7/5; Simonenko 2008, 81–82, Pl. 144/2; Bârcă, Symonenko 2009, 250, Fig. 100/2.
73 The grave has revealed two brooches with the foot returned and coiled on the bow that belong to group 15, series III, 

variant 4 in A. K. Ambroz’s classification, as well as a strongly profiled brooch of the Pontic type that belongs to group 11, 
series I, variant 3 in the same classification (for the inventory of this grave see Shepko 1987, 158–173; Simonenko 2008, 
81–82, Pl. 144–145).

74 Demidenko 2008, 44–45, 117–119, cat. no. 13–18, 21–28, 31, Fig. 19, 21, 22, 125–127.
75 Demidenko 2008, 118, 119, cat. no. 18, 22, 25–26.
76 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 52, Fig. 16/13.
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this enclosure. The ditch measured 0.7 m in both width and depth. Several such rectangular ditched 
enclosures located not very far from the tumular Sarmatian graves were discovered in the necropolis 
from Kurchi77, on the western bank of Lake Ialpug78. Their corners or sides were oriented towards the 
four cardinal directions and their dimensions varied between 9 × 8 m and 44 × 22 m. Unfortunately, 
no elements were uncovered in these cases that could indicate their connection to graves part of the 
necropolis. A rectangular ditched enclosure was researched around T 2, as yet not investigated, in 
Strumok79. A secondary Sarmatian grave was discovered and researched in T 1 from Strumok, located 
in the proximity of T 280. I believe this points to a connection between this ditched funerary enclosure 
and the above‑mentioned grave, as well as with the possible Sarmatian graves from the other two bar‑
rows (T 2 and T 3) that are set in a row.

In the fill of the ditch of the enclosure from Kalanchak archaeologists found several fragments of 
narrow‑neck amphorae made of light yellowish fabric, of the Shelov C – Vnukov C IVC type, thus pos‑
sibly dating the feature to the second quarter – end of the 2nd century AD.

Rectangular funerary ditched enclosures with graves inside 

Such enclosures were discovered inside certain tumular necropolises in Cazaclia81, Dzinilor82, 
Vasil’evka83, Petreşti84, Kholmskoe85, or under isolated Sarmatian barrows such as those in Kalanchak86 
and Nagornoe (T 2)87 etc. A special case is the rectangular ditched enclosure below T 18 in the necrop‑
olis from Kubej that had an inner circular ditch measuring 7.5 m in diameter and a grave in the cen‑
tral area88 (Fig.  12/3). Parts of rectangular ditched enclosures were also recently researched in the 
Sarmatian necropolis in the area of the settlement of Cartal89. 

These rectangular enclosures beneath barrows vary in size. The feature under T 8 in Dzinilor 
was oriented east‑west and measured 17.4 × 4.7 m (Fig. 12/1). It displayed a three‑fold inner divi‑
sion. The middle part, that included the grave with rectangular pit and side steps along the long 
sides, measured 8 × 4.7 m, while the two other parts that flanked it measured 4.7 × 4.7 m each. The 
ditched enclosure below the barrow in Kalanchak measured 16 × 13 m, while the one below T 1 from 
Cazaclia, oriented ENE‑WSW and provided with an access area in the north‑western part, measured 
27 × 13.5 m (Fig. 11/2). The funeral pits of the graves from the inner area of the rectangular enclosures 
in Dzinilor90, Kalanchak91, and Cazaclia92 (Fig. 11/1) were rectangular in shape and displayed side steps 
along their long sides. One of the rectangular enclosures from the necropolis in Petreşti measured 
21 × 17 m. The ditched enclosure underneath T 2 from Nagornoe measured 54 × 10.5 m (Fig. 12/2). 
It was oriented east‑west and had an access area on the southern side. The funerary ditched enclosure 
below T 14 from Vasil’evka measured 11 × 4 m. Its eastern side was partially shared with the western 
side of the rectangular enclosure below T 26 that measured 12.5 × 4.5–5.4 m (Fig. 4/1). The inner area 
of the ditched enclosure under T 14 included six graves, three of which had rectangular pits with niche 
under the western wall (G 1, G 6) and the eastern wall (G 5). G 2 inside the funerary ditched enclosure 
below T 26 was also provided with a funerary pit with niche under the western wall. Neither of the two 

77 The necropolis in Kurchi is located on the territory of the municipality of Vinogradovka, in the raion of Bolgrad, the 
Odesa region.

78 Fokeev 1986, 160; Fokeev 1987, 20, 21; Fokeev 1991, 58.
79 Fokeev 1987, 20.
80 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 56.
81 Savva, Agul’nikov, Manzura 1984, 71–72; Grosu 1990, 29, 74; Savva, Agul’nikov, Manzura 2019, 108, Fig. 78/1.
82 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 36, Fig. 11/7.
83 Subbotin, Dzigovskij 1990b, 9–10, Fig. 5/7, 12.
84 Yarovoj 1986, 41–70; Kurchatov 1989, 74; Grosu 1995, 146, Fig. 19; Simonenko 2010, 566, the figure on the bottom of 

the page.
85 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 10, 14, 17, 19, Fig. 1, 3/8, 5/17, 6/1, 5, 8, 7/10, 8/19.
86 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 52, Fig. 16/10; Grosu 1990, 29.
87 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 42, Fig. 12/7–8; Grosu 1990, 29; Bârcă, Symonenko 2009, 216, Fig. 77/4.
88 Subbotin, Dzigovskij 1990b, 22–23, Fig. 21/7–8.
89 Bruyako, Dzigovskij 2008, 76.
90 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 36, Fig. 11/3.
91 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 52, Fig. 16/11.
92 Savva, Agul’nikov, Manzura 1984, 71.
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rectangular features had an access area to the inner part. The rectangular ditched enclosures below 
the barrows from the necropolis in Kholmskoe (Fig. 3) had the corners or the sides oriented towards 
the four cardinal directions and were rather similar in dimensions (4.4 × 6.4 m, 5 × 4.6 m, 9.5 × 6.5 m, 
7 × 8 m, 7 × 4.5 m, 6.5 × 5.4 m, 6 × 7 m). One of the enclosures had two graves inside and shared the 
north‑western side with another rectangular enclosure93. Most of the graves inside the rectangular 
enclosures from Kholmskoe had funerary pits with side steps along the long sides. The enclosure in 
Kubej measured 8.5 × 5.4 m. It was oriented NW‑SE and had an entrance on the south‑western side 
(Fig. 12/3). The burial inside it has been performed in a rectangular funerary pit with niche under the 
western wall. 

As for the width of the ditches, one must mention that it varied between 0.4 and 0.90 m, while 
their depth varied between 0.45 m and 1.6 m, in the great majority of cases between 0.5 and 0.65 m.

Fragments from three amphorae94 of the Shelov C – Vnukov C IVC type were discovered in the 
fill of the north‑eastern side of the ditch in Cazaclia (Fig. 11/3–5). Fragments from amphorae of the 
same type were also discovered in the barrow’s mantle. In the north‑western corner of the funerary 
enclosure below T 14 in Vasil’evka archaeologists found a handmade pot, while the fill of the ditch of 
the enclosure below T 26 has revealed fragments from the handle and walls of an amphora made of 
light yellowish fabric.

Trapezoidal funerary ditched enclosures 

These features are provided with access area and contain graves inside; they are oriented along the 
north‑south and north‑east‑south‑west axis. Such enclosures were discovered under T 1 in Mirnoe95, 
T 1 in Corpaci96, and T 20 from the tumular necropolis in Vasil’evka97 (in the Prut‑Dniester interfluve). 
A ditch below T 3 from the necropolis in Zhuravka was also in the shape of an oblong trapezoid ori‑
ented east‑west98. Funerary enclosures with trapezoidal ditch and one grave inside were also discov‑
ered in the necropolis from Vysochino V (T 4)99, as well as the one in Krasnogorovka I (T 6)100, both 
located on the left side of the Lower Don. Another trapezoidal ditched enclosure, oriented NE‑EW, was 
discovered in 2000 during researches performed in the necropolis from Kobyakova101. The latter site is 
located, just like the one in Zhuravka, on the right side of the Lower Don.

The enclosure in Mirnoe measured 67 × 36 × 22 m, the one in Corpaci measured 25 × 21.6 × 4 m 
(Fig. 6/1), while the enclosure below T 20 in Vasil’evka measured 8 × 7 × 3 m (Fig. 4/2). The trapezoidal 
enclosure below the barrow in Mirnoe had two entrances, one on the northern side and the other on 
the southern side, both with the opening measuring 0.8 m in width (Fig. 6/2). The funerary enclosures 
below the barrows from Corpaci and Vasil’evka also had access areas on the northern sides, with the 
opening measuring 1.6 and 1 m in width, respectively. The funerary enclosure below T 3 in Zhuravka 
had tree asymmetrically placed entrances (Fig. 7/1). The enclosure under T 4 in Vysochino V measured 
11 × 13 m and was oriented NE‑SW. On the western and eastern side it was provided with entrances 
(Fig. 6/4). The ditch that followed a trapezoidal ground plan located below T 6 in Krasnogorovka I 
measured 14 × 19 m and was oriented WSW‑ENE (Fig. 15/2). In width, the ditch in question measured 
0.9 m, while in depth it measured 1.3–1.4 m. In the south‑western side the ditch was interrupted over 
a distance of 1.7 m. In the case of Mirnoe the ditch measured 1.5–2 m in depth and up to 3 m in width 
in the upper part. The ditch of the enclosure below the barrow in Corpaci measured 1 m in depth and 
0.9 m in width. The sides of the enclosures in Kobyakova measured 8.5 m (on the north‑western side), 
10.5 m (on the south‑eastern side), 6 m (on the north‑eastern side), and 6.5 m (on the south‑western 
side). The funerary enclosure had two entrances, one in the northern corner, measuring 0.20 m in 
width, and the other on the south‑eastern side. The second entrance was slightly off to the west and 

93 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, Fig. 3/8.
94 Savva, Agul’nikov, Manzura 1984, 72, Fig. 100/1–2; Savva, Agul’nikov, Manzura 2019, 108, Fig. 78/8, 79/6.
95 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 50, Fig. 15/1; Grosu 1990, 29; Grosu 1995, 146, Fig. 17.
96 Grosu 1979, 250–255, Fig. 2; Grosu 1990, 75; Grosu 1995, 140, Fig. 15.
97 Subbotin, Dzigovskij 1990b, 10–11, Fig. 9/3.
98 Bezuglov, Zakharov 1988, 11, Fig. 1/1.
99 Bespalyj, Luk’yashko 2008, 64–65, Pl. LXIV/2.
100 Bespalyj, Luk’yashko, 2018, 167–168, Fig. 89/2.
101 Larenok 2016, 4, Fig. 3/1.
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its opening measured 0.9 m in width. The width of the ditch varied between 0.5 and 0.8 m, deepening 
into the sterile layer by 0.1‑0.3 m (Fig. 6/3).

In connection to the grave in Mirnoe I must mention that it was located in the north‑western 
corner of the trapezoidal enclosure (Fig, 6/2) and its funerary pit, rectangular in shape, had a niche 
below the western wall102. The graves inside the funerary enclosure in Corpaci103 and Vasil’evka104 had 
rectangular pits, while the one in Zhuravka was a catacomb burial105. The grave (21) in Kobyakova was 
located in the western part of the enclosure, while the burial had been performed in a trapezoidal 
funerary pit provided with a niche under the south‑western wall106. The funerary pit inside the enclo‑
sure below T 6 in Krasnogorovka I was almost square in shape, with the opposite sides measuring 
2.2 × 2.35 m107.

In the fill of the ditch that formed the enclosure in Corpaci archaeologists found four horse skulls 
and a significant quantity of fragmentary amphorae made of light yellowish fabric (type Shelov C – 
Vnukov C IVC), similar to those found in the ditches and on the surface of the funerary enclosures in 
Bădragii Noi, Cazaclia, or Kalanchak. Bones from large‑size animals were also found in the fill of the 
ditches of the enclosures in Mirnoe and Vasil’evka. In connection to the ditched enclosure in Corpaci 
one must also mention the existence of a platform in front of the entrance. This platform consisted 
of limestone slabs on top of which archaeologists found the traces of a pyre and several fragments of 
amphorae made of light yellowish fabric. Fragments of a handmade pot were discovered in the fill of 
the ditch in the area of the entrance located on the south‑eastern side of the funerary enclosure in 
Zhuravka. Sandstone fragments were also found in the north‑western corner of the same enclosure.

An interesting situation has been documented in relation to the enclosure below T 4 in Vysochino 
V, where a pit had been dug in the entrance area on the eastern side. The pit continued down to the 
level of the bottom of the ditch and contained a bronze cauldron placed horizontally. Horse skulls 
were discovered in the ditch of the enclosure, 1 m and 1.45 m apart from the cauldron, while a horse 
bone was found 0.5 m north of the artifact. Fragments from a gray‑fabric clay cup were discovered 
in the south‑south‑western sector of the ditch, while a horse skull was uncovered in the entrance on 
the western side. In his typological classification, S. I. Demidenko included the cauldron into type VI, 
variant 7, sub‑variant A108, dating the artifact to the second half of the 1st century – the first half of 
the 2nd century AD. Based on the preserved items found in the Sarmatian grave located inside this 
enclosure, the cauldron in question and the trapezoidal ditch have been dated to the 1st century AD109.

In the fill of the ditch in Kobyakova archaeologists have discovered fragments from amphorae 
made of light yellowish and reddish fabric, a cup made of gray fabric, highly fragmented, animal bones, 
as well as rocks110. The fragments (walls, handles) from amphorae made of light yellowish fabric belong 
to type Shelov B – Vnukov C IVB, dated to the second third of the 1st century – the middle of the 2nd 
century AD111, to 75/80–130/140 AD112, or to the second half/the beginning of the final third of the 
1st century AD – the beginning of the 2nd century AD113. Though the grave (G 21) inside the funerary 
enclosure has been looted, the discovered inventory points to its dating to the end of the 1st century 
AD and the beginning of the 2nd century AD114. A fragmentary pot made of burnished gray fabric and 
fragments from an amphora type Shelov B‑C – Vnukov C IVB‑ CIVC were discovered in the fill of the 
ditch from Krasnogorovka I (T 6).

102 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 50, Fig. 15/2.
103 Grosu 1979, 251, Fig. 2.
104 Subbotin, Dzigovskij 1990b, 10, Fig. 9/4.
105 Bezuglov, Zakharov 1988, 11, Fig. 1/4.
106 Larenok 2016, 4, Fig. 3/1–2.
107 Bespalyj, Luk’yashko 2018, 167, Fig. 89/4.
108 Demidenko 2008, 19, 98, cat. no. 69, Fig. 8/69, 104/VI.7.1.
109 Bespalyj, Luk’yashko 2008, 65.
110 Larenok 2016, 4, Fig. 3/1, 3–5.
111 Shelov 1978, 18; Opaiţ 1980, 301, type VIA.
112 Vnukov 2003, 202; Vnukov 2006, 166, 167, Fig. 10.
113 Naumenko 2012, 64; Naumenko 2017, 25. 
114 Larenok 2016, 5–7, Fig. 4.
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Funerary enclosures with circular ditch 

Funerary enclosures with circular ditch always contain graves inside and when they are provided 
with an entrance, the latter is mainly located on the south, the south‑western, or the south‑eastern 
sides. Such features have been identified both under singular barrows and inside several necropo‑
lises. In the Prut‑Dniester interfluve, such enclosures were discovered in Bălăbăneşti (T 1)115, Cazaclia 
(T 5, T 10, T 22)116, Gradeshka (T 11)117, Diviziya118, Kotlovina119, Kubej120, Kurchi121, Nagornoe (T 
12)122, Obileni (T 5)123, Vasil’evka124, Petreşti125, the settlement in Cartal126 etc. On the left side of the 
Dniester, circular ditches were discovered in the necropolis from Zel’ts (T 2, T 6)127 located in the area 
of the municipality of Limanskoe (left of the Lower Dniester). 

Such circular enclosures were also found below the barrows left of the Dnieper, in Verbki128, Marina 
Roshcha129, and Brilevka (T 25)130, as well as in the cemeteries from the Lower Don basin, in Krivoj 
Liman (T 41, T 48)131, Zhuravka (T 6)132 (Fig. 7/2), Kobyakova133, Kirovskij I (T 5, T 6, T 9)134, Kirovskij 
IV (T 4)135, Valovyj I (T 4, T 10)136, Vysochino I (T 18)137, Vysochino V (T 10)138, and Novoaleksandrovka 
I (T 53)139.

In the Lower Danube Plain, a circular ditch surrounded the grave below T 2 in Vitănești140. The 
absence of more such discoveries east and south of the Carpathians is due to the low research of the 
Sarmatian vestiges on the territory of Romania during the last decades.

The diameter of the circular ditched enclosures below barrows varies on a case to case basis. Thus, 
the diameter of the feature below T 1 in Bălăbăneşti measured 15 m and those below the barrows in 
Cazaclia (T 5, T 10, T 22) measured 18.5, 26, and 16.6 m, respectively (T 5, T 10, T 22). The feature 
below T 10 in Cazaclia had a continuous ditch and its diameter measured 26  m (Fig.  13/1), while 
the enclosure below T 5 in Obileni, provided with an access area on the north‑north‑eastern side, 
measured 14 m in diameter (Fig. 5/1). In the necropolis from Petreşti, the diameter of the ditched 
enclosures varies between 9 and 18 m and had entrances on the southern, south‑western, and south‑
eastern sides. In two cases the circular enclosures contained two graves inside. The enclosure below 
T 11 in Gradeshka measured 8.5 m in diameter and had an entrance on the southern side (Fig. 5/2), 

115 Borziac, Manzura, Levitskij 1983, 3–5, Fig. II; Grosu 1995, 141.
116 Savva, Agul’nikov, Manzura 1984, 94; Bejlekchi, Agul’nikov, Chirkov 1985, 11–12, 47–48, Fig. 12, 46; Grosu 1990, 29, 
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the feature below one of the barrows in the necropolis from Kurchi measured 8 m in diameter, while 
the one below T 12 in Nagornoe measured 24.5 m in diameter and its entrance was located on the 
southern side. The ditched enclosure under T 9 in Kubej measured 7.5 m in diameter and was provided 
with an access area on the southern side, while the feature below T 18 had 12 m in diameter. As for 
the circular enclosure below T 18 one must mention the fact that it was in its turn located inside a 
rectangular ditched enclosure141. The circular enclosures found under the barrows in the necropolis 
from Vasil’evka (T 19, T 23, T 25) measured 5.7, 7.2, and 14 m respectively (Fig. 4/3–5). In their case, 
specialists have noted an entrance, located on the southern part, only for the feature under T 19. A 
similar situation has been encountered in the case of the necropolis in Diviziya, where the enclosure 
measuring 11.5 in diameter located under T 7 (Fig. 5/3) and the feature measuring 11 m in diameter 
identified under T 17 were not provided with an entrance, while the feature below T 11 (Fig. 5/4) 
had an entrance with a 1 m‑wide opening, located in the south‑western part. Two graves were found 
inside the enclosure under T 25 in Vasil’evka (Fig. 4/5). Two other graves, one with an inhumation 
burial (298a) and the other with a cremation burial (no. 298), were found inside the circular ditched 
enclosure measuring 10–11 m in diameter (Fig. 5/5) from the settlement in Cartal. The continuous 
circular ditch below T 2, part of the necropolis in Zel’ts, measures 29 m in diameter. Inside it contained 
a burial in a pit with niche on the western side. Two concentric continuous ditches, the first measuring 
10 m in diameter and the second measuring 17 m in diameter, were discovered under T 6 in Zel’ts 
(Fig. 15/1). Inside the first circular ditch archaeologists found a burial in rectangular pit. The circular 
ditched enclosures below the barrows (T 25, T 139, T 165) from the necropolis in Brilevka measured 7 
and 9 m in diameter and did not have an entrance (Fig. 14/6). The circular ditches with graves inside 
from the necropolis in Kobyakova measured 10.2 and 13.4 m in diameter. The circular ditch that sur‑
rounded G 1 under T 5 from Kirovskij I measured 14.3 m in diameter, while the feature under T 9 that 
contained two graves inside measured 11 m in diameter. The ditched enclosure under T 6 in the same 
necropolis followed an irregular circular ground plan and had a grave inside. The enclosure under T 5 
had an entrance in the southern part, while the entrance of the feature below T 6 was on the south‑
western side. The southern part of the circular ditch below T 9 from Kirovskij I has not been identified, 
while only parts of the ditch below T 4 in Kirovskij IV were found.

The ditch that surrounded G 1 and G 2 below T 4 in the necropolis from Valovyj I measured 33 m 
in diameter and did not have an entrance (Fig. 14/1), while the one that surrounded G 1 under T 10 
measured 16.5 m in diameter. The latter had an entrance with a 1 m‑opening on the southern side142 
(Fig. 14/2). The circular ditched enclosure under T 10 in Vysochino V, provided with an entrance on 
the western side and another on the eastern side, measured 28 m in diameter (Fig. 14/3). A closed cir‑
cular ditch surrounded the graves below T 18 in the necropolis from Vysochino I (Fig. 14/4). Another 
closed circular ditch surrounded the grave under T 53 from the necropolis in Novoaleksandrovka I and 
measured 36 m in diameter.

Due to the partial research of barrow T 2 in Vitănești, the diameter of the circular ditched enclo‑
sure underneath could not be established. When the research begun the barrow measured 15 m in 
diameter, suggesting that the ditch that surrounded the grave was probably slightly smaller.

As for the width of the above‑mentioned ditches, one must note that it varies between 0.3 and 
1.5 m, while in depth the features range between 0.3 m and 1.4 m. Still, in some cases lower depths or 
larger dimensions have been recorded. One such case is, for example, the ditch under T 4 from Valovyj 
I, that measured between 0.7 and 2 m in depth, with the width of 2.6–2.9 m. (Fig. 14/1). The ditch 
below T 18 from Vysochino I measured 1.55–1.60 m in depth (Fig. 14/4). The largest dimensions have 
been recorded in the case of T 53 in Novoaleksandrovka I, where the ditch measured 3.0–3.5 m in 
width and 4.0–4.2 m in depth.

A horse skull and fragments from amphorae made of light yellowish and reddish fabrics were 
found inside the ditch of the enclosure from Bălăbăneşti, while the enclosure under T 5 in Cazaclia has 
revealed fragments of light yellowish amphorae (type Shelov C – Vnukov C IVC) and animal bones. 
In the ditch of the enclosures below T 139 and T 165 from the necropolis in Brilevka archaeologists 
found handmade pottery fragments and animal bones, while the one of the enclosure under T 19 in 

141 Subbotin, Dzigovskij 1990b, 22–23, Fig. 21.
142 Bespalyj, Bespalaya, Raev 2007, 14, 34, Pl. 11–12, 39/2.
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Vasil’evka they uncovered a dog skeleton oriented eastwards. Fragments of light yellowish amphorae 
and animal bones were also found in the area of the entrance into the funerary enclosure in Nagornoe. 
263 amphora fragments (walls, rims, handles) were discovered in Obileni in the entrance area, between 
the ends of the ditch, while a horse skull was found in the north‑western part of the barrow’s mantle, 
near the inner margin of the enclosure143. 

Among the amphora fragments in Obileni one notes a series of rims and handles from amphorae 
type C IVA, subvariants 1 and 2 in S. Yu. Vnukov’s typological classification144. Amphorae part of sub‑
variant C IVA1 are dated to the second quarter – the beginning of the final quarter of the 1st century 
AD, while those subvariant C IVA2 are dated to the final third of the 1st century AD145. The inventory 
of the looted grave located inside the ditch included a tronconic cup with straight rim, pulled inwards, 
and a flat base. The item was made of fine reddish fabric and its surface was covered in red firnis146. 
Cups of this type were also discovered in a series of graves that can be dated to the second half of the 
1st century AD147. The grave in Obileni was dated to the 1st century AD148, the 1st–2nd centuries AD149, or 
the second half of the1st century – the beginning of the 2nd century AD150, though it seems more likely 
that it was made towards the end of the 1st century AD.

In Cartal the ditch was covered with small and average‑size rocks forming a compact layer over 
two segments, one in the southern side and the other in the eastern side. Bones from horse skulls were 
uncovered in two spots on the bottom of the circular ditch of the enclosure in Cartal (Fig. 5/5), while on 
the surface of the enclosure archaeologists found several fragmentarily preserved pots made of brick‑
red fabric and a fragment with the surface in relief from the middle part of a brick‑red amphora151.

In the ditch of the circular enclosure below T 5 in the necropolis of Kirovskij I archaeologists dis‑
covered fragments from light yellowish amphorae (type Shelov C or D152) and pottery fragments; in 
the ditch below T 6 pottery fragments from vessels made both by hand and on the potters’ wheel, as 
well as a fragmentary bone from a large‑size cattle individual. Pottery fragments from a vessel made of 
gray fabric were also found in the ditch of the enclosure below T 9 in the same necropolis. The barrow 
graves from the necropolises in Kirovskij are dated based on their funerary furnishings to the 2nd cen‑
tury – the first part of the 3rd century AD153.

Fragments of amphorae made of light yellowish fabric and handmade pots, rocks measuring up 
to 0.2 × 0.2 × 0.1 m, as well as horse bones, were discovered in the ditch below T 4 from the necropolis 
in Valovyj I154. In the area from the south‑western side of the ditch below T 10 from Valovyj I archae‑
ologists found bones from the jaws of two horses, pottery fragments from several handmade pots, a 
fragmentary vessel made of reddish fabric, wheel‑thrown, but also fragments from amphorae made 
of reddish fabric.155 The northern and western sectors of the enclosure below T 10 in Vysochino have 
revealed fragments of amphorae made of light yellowish and reddish fabric, as well as fragments from 
handmade pots, cow and small‑size horse bones etc. Several bronze plaques were also discovered in 
the fill of the north‑western part of the ditch156.

Numerous animal bones (sheep), a small fragment from the wall of a bronze cauldron, several gold 
leaf fragments that once plated a wooden pot the size of which could not be reconstructed, fragments 
from burnished gray pots and from a wheel‑thrown pot made of reddish fabric were all discovered 

143 Leviţki, Manzura, Demcenko 1996, 56, Fig. 46, 47/2, 4; Bârcă 2006, 337, Fig. 85/2, 8; Bârcă, Symonenko 2009, 108.
144 Vnukov 2003, 118–128, 202, Fig. 45; Vnukov 2006, 39–41, Fig. 1/6–7; 2/14–18; 3/1–6; For the chronology of amphorae 

C IV see also Vnukov 2006, 101–170; Vnukov 2016, 36–47.
145 Vnukov 2003, 202; Vnukov 2006, 167; Vnukov 2016, 44.
146 Leviţki, Manzura, Demcenko 1996, 55, Fig. 48/2; Bârcă 2006, 337, Fig. 86/2; 162/7.
147 Bârcă 2006, 89.
148 Grosu 1995, 161.
149 Leviţki, Manzura, Demcenko 1996, 90.
150 Bârcă 2006, 336–337, Fig. 85–86.
151 Bruyako, Dzigovskij, Madyda‑Legutko 2017, 234–238, Fig. 2/1; 5/2, 3a‑c.
152 Amphorae of the Shelov D type (Shelov 1978, 18–19, Fig. 7) were introduced during the final quarter of the 2nd century 

and were produced until sometime during the second half / third quarter of the 3rd century AD (Vnukov 2006, 166–167, 
168, Fig. 1/10; Vnukov 2016, 43, Fig. 4/11–18).

153 Il’yukov 2000, 111.
154 Bespalyj, Bespalaya, Raev 2007, 14, 18.
155 Bespalyj, Bespalaya, Raev 2007, 35.
156 Bespalyj, Luk’yashko 2008, 69.
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at ground level in the inner area of the closed circular enclosure below T 53 in Novoaleksandrovka I. 
One can add a large number of fragmentary amphorae made of light yellowish fabric, out of which 
18 belong to amphorae type A157 and B158 in D. B. Shelov’s typology or C IVA159 and C IVB160 in S. Yu. 
Vnukov’s typology. In the lot of type C IVA amphorae, specialists have distinguished between two sub‑
variants (IVA1 and IVA2)161, just like in the case of type C IVB amphorae (C IVB1 and C IVB2)162. The 
items of sub‑variant IVA1 are dated to the second quarter – the beginning of the final quarter of the 
1st century AD, while those of sub‑variant IVA2 to the final third of the 1st century AD163. Amphorae 
type CIVB are dated based on the new discoveries to 75/80 –130/140 AD164 or to the second half/
the beginning of the final third of the 1st century AD – the beginning of the 2nd century AD165. Items 
included in sub‑variant C IVB1 are dated to the end of the 1st century – the beginning of the 2nd cen‑
tury AD, while those of sub‑variant C IVB2 to the period between the beginning of the 2nd century 
AD and the 140s166. The grave surrounded by a ditch located under T 53 in Novoaleksandrovka I is 
a double burial performed in a large funerary pit, rectangular in ground plan. Though the grave has 
been looted, the preserved funerary inventory has allowed the authors of the discovery to date it to 
the second half of the 1st century AD167, though it is more likely a feature dated towards the end of 
the 1st century AD.

In the necropolis from Kobyakova, in the circular ditch researched in 1981 archaeologists found 
the remains of five large‑size cattle individuals, a horse, and a ram, plus small animal bone fragments. 
They also discovered a large quantity of pottery fragments from handmade and wheel‑thrown ves‑
sels (some of which were decorated), as well as numerous fragments from light yellowish and reddish 
fabric amphorae168. A bronze cauldron was found in the proximity of the ditch169. It belongs to the type 
of bronze cauldrons produced in the second half of the 2nd century AD170. The grave from the inner 
area of the enclosure was only researched in 1984. Its funerary pit was provided with a niche below 
the western wall and was dated to the second half of the 2nd century AD based on its rich funerary 
inventory171.

Other circular ditched enclosures were researched in the necropolis from Kobyakova in 1984172, 
2000–2001173, 2003174, and 2008175. The ditch of the circular enclosures investigated in 2000 has 
revealed fragments from light yellowish amphorae (type Shelov C – Vnukov C IVC), as well as frag‑
ments from pots modelled by hand or on the potters’ wheel, some containing animal bones and rocks. 
Pottery fragments and shards from fragmentary amphorae of the Shelov C – Vnukov C IVC type were 
also discovered in the ditch that surrounded barrow grave no. 1, researched in 2008176. Based on the 
fragmentary amphorae from the ditch and the items in the fill of the looted grave, the two features 
were dated between the second quarter and the end of the 2nd century AD.

Fragments from light yellowish fabric amphorae were also discovered in the ditch that surrounded 
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barrow grave no. 7, researched in 2008177. The fragments were once part of amphorae type Vnukov C 
IVD that have been dated to the final quarter of the 2nd century – the second half/first quarter of the 
3rd century AD178. The rich inventory of the grave, that includes a strongly profiled brooch179, an Eggers 
160‑type strainer180, a bronze cup of the “Straldzha” group181, buckles and belt ends, as well as two 
swords without metal cross‑guards and blades that meet the hilts at an obtuse angle of the Khazanov 
II type182 indicate, in my opinion, the fact that the feature ca be dated towards the end of the 2nd cen‑
tury AD183.

Among the discoveries in Kobyakova one notes the ditched enclosure following an irregular cir‑
cular ground plan, measuring 11.6 m in diameter, an entrance on the south‑eastern part, and grave 
in the center of the inner area. Another ditched enclosure was attached to it on the south‑western 
side. The second feature has an entrance and a grave inside (Fig. 14/5). The two constructions share 
the ditch in the south‑western side of the first enclosure. The second follows an irregular rectangular 
ground plan and measures 13.5 × 8.8 m. In its fill, archaeologists discovered fragments of amphorae 
and both handmade and wheel‑thrown pots. The researches have revealed that the ditched enclosure 
around G 10 was built first and the second enclosure was attached to it subsequently184.

A rarer situation was identified inside the area surrounded by a ditch below T 22 in Cazaclia, 
where nine ritual pits that were circular in ground plan were located around the grave185 (Fig. 5/6). 
Nine ritual pits placed in a half‑circle around a pyre were also discovered below T 24 in Cazaclia186. In 
the central part of the circular ditched enclosure below T 11 from Gradeshka archaeologists discovered 
a clay platform measuring 0.7 × 0.4 m187.

As side observation, one should note that such ritual pits were also discovered in the Prut‑Dniester 
interfluve below the mantle of Sarmatian barrows in Ciobruci I (T 5), Găvănoasa (T 7), Taraclia (T 
13)188, Alkaliya (T 1, T 6, T 7, T 16, T 20)189, Mikhajlovka (T 9)190, Petreşti,191 and Palanca192. Two graves 
and two ritual pits were also discovered in the proximity of the square ditched enclosure in Floriţoaia 
Nouă193. In a few cases, the fill of such pits contained pottery fragments (Palanca, Floriţoaia Nouă), 
ash (Alkaliya, Petreşti), animal bones (Alkaliya), bird bones (Petreşti), and horse skulls (Petreşti). In 
the central part of T 24 in Cazaclia archaeologists also discovered the remains of an oval‑shaped pyre 
covered with strongly burnt rocks on top of bones from a large‑size animal and two fragmentary 
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ceramic pots. Pyre remains are rather rarely encountered below Sarmatian barrows without graves 
underneath. Besides the case in T 24 from Cazaclia, such situations were also encountered in the 
Prut‑Dniester interfluve under T 8 from Opaci194 and T 6 from Burlăneşti195. Fragments of narrow‑
neck amphorae made of light yellowish fabric and profiled handles type Shelov C196 – Vnukov C IVC197 
were discovered in the proximity of both pyres under the two barrows. These fragments indicate that 
the barrows date to the second quarter – end of the 2nd century AD. In the territory between the Prut 
and the Dniester, traces of pyres under barrows with main Sarmatian graves were discovered in T 3 
from Suvorovo (currently Alexandru Ioan Cuza)198 and T 1 in Ogorodnoe199. Traces of very large pyres 
were also discovered below several Sarmatian barrows from the Middle Period in the area of the Lower 
Don200. 

Though specialists believe that the Sarmatian barrows with ritual pits under their mantles from 
the Prut‑Dniester area are to be dated between the middle of the 2nd century and the first half of 
the 3rd century AD201, one must mention that such pits are encountered below Sarmatian barrows 
in the area north of the Black Sea ever since the 1st century AD. An example consists of the ritual 
pits with between one and four offerings inside (horse skulls, large‑size animal bones, pottery frag‑
ments, amphora handles, glass beads, and granite rocks) discovered below a series of barrows from the 
Sarmatian necropolis in Ust‑Kamenka202, located on the right side of the Lower Dnieper. Most of the 
graves in this necropolis date to the period between the middle of the 1st century AD and the begin‑
ning of the 2nd century AD. I believe this indicates that this ritual was introduced to the north‑western 
Pontic area ever since the end of the 1st century – the beginning of the 2nd century AD.

One also knows of ritual pits that contained pottery fragments, animal bones, and traces of fire 
in the area left of the Lower Don. Such offerings, found between one and seven items in one feature, 
were discovered both around graves below barrows and at the periphery of the barrow mounds or in 
the area between the barrows.203 Just like in the case of Alkaliya (T 1, T 16) and Taraclia (T 24), some 
of the barrows did not contain graves from the same period underneath.

The graves from the inner area of the circular ditched enclosures bellow the barrows in Obileni 
(T 5) (Fig. 5/1), Diviziya (T 17), Vasil’evka (T 25 G 3) (Fig. 4/5), Kirovskij I (T 5 G 1), and Kirovskij IV 
(T 4 G 1) had large rectangular funerary pits, while those under the barrows in Cazaclia (T 5, T 22), 
Diviziya (T 11), Nagornoe (T 12), and Vasil’evka (T 19, T 25 G 2) (Fig. 4/5), Kirovskij I (T 6 G 4) had 
rectangular pits with lateral steps along the long sides. The rectangular funerary pit of grave 298a in 
Cartal had steps on three of its sides. The pit of the grave inside the circular ditched enclosure below T 
7 in Diviziya has small steps along the four sides, while the graves inside the enclosures in Gradeshka 
(T 11), Kubej (T 9, T 18), Kurchi, Vasil’evka (T 23) (Fig. 4/3), Brilevka (T 25, T 139, T 165) had funerary 
pits with niche under the western wall. Last but not least, one should mention that a grave with cata‑
comb was found in the inner area of the circular ditched enclosure under T 10 in Cazaclia (Fig. 13/2). 
Its rich inventory included a bronze bowl of the Eggers 70 type (type Řepov)204 (Fig.  13/3) and an 
amphora made of light yellowish fabric with profiled rim, tall neck, oblong conical body with stria‑
tions, short foot, and profiled handles205 (Fig. 13/4) of the Shelov B206 – Vnukov C IVB type207. Bronze 
bowls type Eggers 70 (type Řepov) are dated to the second half of the 1st century – the beginning of the 

194 Grosu 1990, 28, 77; Grosu, Demchenko 1990, 136.
195 Demchenko, 1987; Agul’nikov, Kurchatov 2005, 292.
196 Shelov 1978, 18, Fig. 6.
197 Vnukov 2003, 202; Vnukov 2006, 166, 167, Fig. 1/9, 10.
198 Bejlekchi, Yarovoj, 1973, 10–11, Fig. 1a, 10–11; Grosu 1990, 78.
199 Subbotin, Zaginajlo, Shmaglij, 1970, 136.
200 Maksimenko 1998, 90.
201 Agul’nikov, Kurchatov 2005, 291.
202 Kostenko 1993, 55–56, 67–68, 75, 90–91, Fig. 19/2, 22/1, 8–9, 24/1–5.
203 Chernopitskij 1983, 84–89.
204 Agulnicov, Bubulici 1999, 288, Fig. 5/4–5; Agul’nikov, Bubulici 1999, 12, Fig. 2/4–5; Bârcă 2006, 174, 302, Fig. 43/1; 

Bârcă 2009, 106, Fig. 7/1; Bârcă, Symonenko 2009, 190–191, Fig. 70/1.
205 Agulnicov, Bubulici 1999, 288, Fig. 5/6; Agul’nikov, Bubulici 1999, 12, Fig. 2/6; Bârcă 2006, 90, 302, Fig. 43/2; Bârcă, 

Symonenko 2009, 130, Fig. 45/2.
206 Shelov 1978, 18, Fig. 4.
207 Vnukov 2006, 166, 167, Fig. 1/8, 10.
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2nd century AD208, while amphorae like the one in Cazaclia are dated to the second third of the 1st cen‑
tury – the middle of the 2nd century AD209, the second half/beginning of the final third of the 1st cen‑
tury – the beginning of the 2nd century AD210, or to 75/80–130/140 AD211. A catacomb burial was also 
found inside the circular ditched enclosure below T 6 in the necropolis from Zhuravka212. Rectangular 
funerary pits with small niches‑hiding places were also noted in the case of the rich graves in the inner 
areas of the circular ditched enclosures below T 41 and T 48 in the necropolis from Krivoj Liman213.

Burials in funerary pits with niche (3), rectangular pits with lateral steps (1), and catacombs (3) 
were researched in the inner areas of the circular enclosures from Kobyakova. Most of the graves 
inside these circular ditches in Kobyakova had been looted of old, a case largely encountered among 
graves surrounded by circular ditches in the Sarmatian environment.

Grave no. 1 in T 4 from Valovyj I was a catacomb burial, while G 2 had a rectangular funerary pit 
with a niche under the north‑eastern and south‑western sides each. The grave inside the circular ditch 
below T 10 part of the same necropolis had a rectangular pit (Fig. 14/2)

As for the grave in Vitănești, one must mention that it was located in the central part of the 
enclosure and of the barrow. Though the grave has been looted and partially destroyed, one can note 
that it had a large funerary pit, rectangular in shape, provided with steps, but also with a small niche 
in the southern part214. Analyzing the grave in Vităneşti215 I have concluded that a series of elements 
and traits of the funerary rite and ritual (main burial, large funerary pit, the niche/hiding place, the 
circular ditch that surrounded the pit) indicate, besides the preserved funerary inventory, the most 
likely dating of the feature sometime during the first half of the 2nd century AD216, probably in the 
second quarter.

***

In connection to the ditched enclosures in the north and north‑west Pontic areas one must men‑
tion that in some cases rectangular or square enclosures were found in the proximity of unresearched 
barrows (e.g. in Nagornoe and Strumok), while in some necropolises both circular and square or rec‑
tangular enclosures were discovered (e.g. Cazaclia, Kholmskoe, Kotlovina, Kubej, Kurchi, Nagornoe, 
Petreşti, Vasil’evka, Kobyakova, Zhuravka). One cannot exclude the possibility that in the case of cer‑
tain tumular necropolises the number of square or rectangular ditched enclosures located in the prox‑
imity of the barrows was much higher. They have not been yet identified due both to the fact that cer‑
tain researchers did not take into account the existence of such funerary enclosures located a certain 
distance away from the barrows and to the lack of research performed in these areas.

In the case of rectangular ditched enclosures usually characterized by the presence of an entrance, 
the lack of inner graves, and the location outside barrows, archaeologists were able to note the exist‑
ence of some features without entrance (Chertovitski II) or with entrance and inner grave (Petrești, 
Zhuravka T 16) that were located below barrows (Zhuravka T 16). There are also graveless enclo‑
sures bellow barrows (Alkaliya T 31) and graves placed several meters apart from one of the sides 
of the funerary enclosure below barrows (Alkaliya T 20). Another observation envisages cases of 
several graves grouped around square ditched enclosures inside necropolises (e.g. Aliyaga, Alkaliya, 
Chertovitski II, Cuconeştii Vechi II, Kholmskoe, Vasil’evka). Last but not least, one notes the absence 
of clear patterns inside necropolises in the position of square or rectangular ditched enclosures217. An 
exception is the situation in the necropolis from Bădragi Noi where the enclosures are placed in rows 

208 Bârcă 2006, 174; Bârcă 2009, 107; Bârcă, Symonenko 2009, 190–191.
209 Shelov 1978, 18; Opaiț 1980, 301, type VIA.
210 Naumenko 2012, 64; Naumenko 2017, 25. 
211 Vnukov 2003, 202; Vnukov 2006, 166, 167, Fig. 10.
212 Bezuglov, Zakharov 1988, 10, 11, Fig. 1/5.
213 Maksimenko 1998, 91, Fig. 15/2–3, 5–6.
214 Bârcă 2015a, 48, Fig. 7.
215 Bârcă 2015a, 47 sqq.
216 Bârcă 2015a, 54.
217 In the necropolises that have revealed square or rectangular ditched enclosures, such features were singular finds 

(Palanca) or as many as 20 (Petreşti).
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and connected to one grave each (see Fig. 2A). A similar situation was also observed in the case of the 
necropolis from Petreşti, where some ditched enclosures had one grave in their proximity. 

Despite the fact that most of the square ditched enclosures were mainly part of Sarmatian necrop‑
olises dated to the second half of the 2nd century – the middle of the 3rd century AD, one can note that 
they were introduced, besides other ritual actions218, ever since the 1st century AD. Another proof of 
this are the square ditched enclosures in the proximity of barrows and graves dated to the Middle 
Sarmatian Period from Chertovitski II, Pisarevka (left of the Middle Don), Medeleni, and Palanca (the 
Prut‑Dniester interfluve).

Though the current stage of research indicates that many of the circular ditched enclosures below 
barrows date to the first stage of the Late Sarmatian Period (the second half of the 2nd century – the 
first half of the 3rd century), they feature, as previously noted219, since the Middle Sarmatian Period 
(the 1st century – the first half of the 2nd century AD). Proof of this resides in the discoveries made 
below the barrows in Cazaclia (T 10), Obileni (T 5) (the Prut‑Dniester interfluve), Verbki and Marina 
Roshcha (left of the Middle Dnieper), Kobyakovo (right of the Lower Don), as well as those in Krivoj 
Liman and Novoaleksandrovka I (left of the Lower Don).

Following the analysis of the circular ditched enclosures, one can also note that S. Bezuglov and 
A. Zakharov’s belief220 that the features in the area of the Lower Don were provided with an entrance 
on the southern side and those in the Prut‑Dniester area were characterized by the absence of an 
entrance, does not fit the observed reality. 

Last but not least, one must conclude that despite the fact that at the current stage of research the 
ditched enclosures with various ground plans in the North Pontic area west of the Don are mainly dated 
to the second half of the 2nd century – the beginning/first half of the 3rd century AD221, specialists were 
able to establish the fact that they were introduced to this area sometime during the second half of 
the 1st century AD. In the Prut‑Dniester interfluve the most recent are the circular ditched enclosures 
in the necropolises from Kubej and Kurchi that can be dated to the second half of the 3rd century – the 
beginning of the 4th century AD. A similar situation can be noted for the Don Basin, where the number 
of ditched enclosures, varying in shape, that are dated to certain chronological intervals during the 
period starting with the 1st century and ending with the beginning of the 4th century AD increases 
constantly (e.g. Chertovitski II, Pisarevka, Krivoj Liman, Kobyakova, Kirovskij I, Valovyj I, Vysochino 
V, Novoaleksandrovka I, Krasnogorovka I), though since recently those dated between the middle of 
the 3rd century AD and the beginning/first half of the 4th century AD represented the majority.

In connection to the graves inside the ditched enclosures one must also mention the fact that 
most consisted of simple rectangular funerary pits, followed by those that had side steps along the 
long sides, often slightly larger in size, and by those with rectangular pits with niche under the western 
wall. One can also note that the features under small or flattened barrows are also smaller than those 
below the large barrows. The deceased from the graves inside the ditched funerary enclosures were 
placed on their backs with extended arms and legs, oriented exclusively to the north, north‑west, and 
north‑east.

Another observation in that the ditched funerary enclosures below the large barrows, besides the 
funerary banquets and other ritual actions under these barrows or in their mantles, are mainly specific 
to the aristocratic graves, as well as of those part of the richer social layer of Sarmatian society. The 
funerary furnishings of these graves support this idea, even if they have been looted in many cases.

I would also like to mention that for the north and north‑west Pontic territory one can conclude 
that most often the ditched enclosures, of all shapes, with and without inner graves, were in close con‑
nection to the barrows, though their shape is often independent from the barrow mound proper. Thus, 
such enclosed areas were mostly an attribute of the tumular funerary ritual, though in some cases they 
were present in necropolises interpreted as flat necropolises.

218 See for this Mukhopad 1986, 136–142; Kostenko 1993, 90–92; Maksimenko 1998, 90; Bârcă 2006, 54–55; Bârcă, 
Symonenko 2009, 107–108.

219 Bârcă 2015.
220 Bezuglov, Zakharov 1988, 16.
221 The ditched funerary enclosures are considered good chronological indicators for the first stage of Late Sarmatian culture 

(Bârcă, Symonenko 2009, 217).
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***

As for the ditched enclosures of various shapes from the Sarmatian environment in the Pannonian 
Plain, one must mention that Hungarian researcher G. Vörös222 was the first to synthetize the data 
regarding them, while V. Kulcsár223 performed the first pertinent analysis.

40 sites with graves discovered inside ditched enclosures were known by 1998224, while in 2003 
the number had grown to 50225. The rescue archaeological researches performed during the last decade 
on the territory of Hungary have revealed new necropolises that contained graves surrounded by 
ditches. As examples one can mention the numerous ditched enclosures, mostly circular, with graves 
inside, that were discovered and researched after 2003 during works for future highways and other 
infrastructure features226.

The numerous studies presenting the results of older or more recent archaeological researches, as 
well as researches that analyze such ditched enclosures have brought significant contributions to the 
knowledge of these features. The monograph work dedicated to the necropolis in Madaras‑Halmok 
where 102 graves surrounded by circular or square ditches were researches is an example of this227 
(Fig. 19/1).

The great majority of such ditched enclosures from the Iazygian Sarmatian environment were 
circular in ground plan, but oval, square, rectangular, even hexagonal and octagonal ones have been 
encountered. Their entrance was most often located, like those in north and north‑western areas of 
the Black Sea, on the southern, south‑eastern, and south‑western sides228. There are also cases with 
two or even three entrances into the inner area that contained the grave229. The opening of these 
entrances measured mainly between 0.6 and 1.1 m, but some were also larger. The diameter of the 
circular ditches varies between 5 and 13 m230, and even more, as in a few cases in the necropolis from 
Pócspetri231 (Fig. 17/1). Last but not least, one must mention that in some cases the ditches were con‑
tinuous and there was no entrance into the inner area.

In the Western Plain of Romania, another area inhabited by the Sarmatians for about three centu‑
ries, such ditched enclosures were first discovered in 2011 during preventive archaeological researches 
on the route of the Nădlac‑Sibiu highway, the Nădlac‑Pecica sector, site 1 M232. The first circular ditched 
enclosure from the site in Nădlac (Cx. 028) had the maximum diameter of 12 m and three entrances 
into the inner area. The first was located in the northern part and its opening measured 1.5 m and the 
other two in the southern side. The opening of the latter two measured 1.4 m and 1 m, respectively 
(Fig. 20/2). Upon identification, the ditch measured ca. 1.4 m in width and had an average depth of 
about 0.4 m, identified from the level where the feature was uncovered. In the fill of the ditch, archae‑
ologists discovered several small atypical pottery fragments233. Grave (G 1 = Cx. 029) from the inner 
area had a rectangular pit oriented with the long sites along the N‑S axis (Fig. 20/2). The maximum 
length of the pit reached 4 m and its width measured 2.66 m. The remains of a wooden structure were 
identified at the depth of ca. 0.9 m from the level of identification of the pit234.

222 Vörös 1985, 157.
223 Kulchar 1997, 126–133; Kulcsár 1998, 35–40, 95–96, 111.
224 Kulcsár 1998, 35–36, Fig. 10.
225 Istvánovits, Kulcsár 2003, 273. The current stage of research indicates the presence of ditched enclosures in almost every 

major Sarmatian cemetery on the present‑day territory of Hungary.
226 Simon 2006; Bencze et al., 2009, 130–149; Korom, Szilas, Terei 2010, 134 sqq.; Gulyás 2011, 125–253; Gulyás 2014, 

15–107; Hullám 2012, 351–394; Herendi, Sóskuti 2016, 31–32, 36, Fig. 5, 6/2; Sóskuti 2016, 80, 85, Fig. 7/2–3. See also 
Tóth, Szabó, Homoki 2015, 275–292.

227 Kőhegyi, Vörös 2011, 235, 239, 361, 362, Map 1.
228 Kulcsár 1998, Fig. 18–24, 26a, 26b, 27, 31–32.
229 Kulcsár 1998, Fig. 24; Váradi 1997, 119.
230 Kulchar 1997, 127; Kulcsár 1998, 35–36.
231 Hullám 2012.
232 Bârcă, Cociș 2013, 31–50.
233 Bârcă, Cociș 2013, 32, Fig. 2.
234 Part of it, archaeologists have identified four transversal beams located ca. 0.6 apart. They were identified over lengths 

varying between 2 and 2.1 m, while in width they measured 0.2 m and in thickness 0.04 m. Along the long sides of the 
grave pit, below the ends of the transversal beams, archaeologists have also identified traces of two wooden beams placed 
ca. 1.7 m apart. Their width and thickness could not be established due to their poor state of preservation (Bârcă, Cociș 
2013, 32, Fig. 2; Bârcă, Grmueza, 2014, 160, Pl. IV).
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The second funerary feature (Cx. 032) had a circular ditch measuring 12.3 m in diameter. In the 
eastern side it was provided with an access area that measured 1.8 m in width and in the southern side 
it had a small passage that measured 0.43 m in width (Fig. 20/1). The maximum width of the ditch was 
ca. 2 m and the average depth, identified from the level where it was uncovered, measured approxi‑
mately 0.4  m. In the fill of the ditch archaeologists discovered several small atypical pottery frag‑
ments235. Grave (G 1 = Cx. 033) inside the enclosure had a rectangular pit oriented with the long sides 
along the N‑S direction (Fig. 20/1). The maximum length of the pit reached 3.84 m, while in width it 
measured 2.5 m. A wooden structure was found at the depth of approximately 1 m below the identi‑
fication level of the pit236. Both graves have been looted of old and the skeletons largely destroyed. In 
the great majority of cases one could note that the graves surrounded by ditches had been desecrated 
and looted.

To these circular funerary ditched enclosures with inner graves from the site of 1 M one can add 
several others from the sites 4 M and 3 M Nord, researched in 2012 and 2014 along the route of the 
Nădlac‑Arad highway, in the Nădlac‑Pecica sector237. They were part of the same chronological and 
cultural sectors as those from the site of Nădlac 1 M. Two circular ditches with inner graves were dis‑
covered and researched on site 3 G Nord (Cx. 326, 401)238 (Fig. 21), and eight in Nădlac 4 G (Cx. 5, 9, 
10, 12, 27, 28, 29, 32)239. In the case of the features on site 4 M one must mention the absence of inner 
graves, but the presence of pottery fragments in the fill of all these circular ditches and in some of 
them animal bone fragments (Cx. 5), horse skulls (Cx. 28, 29), or animal skeletons (Cx. 9, 10). Several 
funerary enclosures with circular ditch and inner graves were discovered and researched in 2019 on 
the site of Hladik 1240.

No other such funerary ditched enclosures are currently known in the Western Plain of Romania 
north (Crișana) or south (Banat) of the Mureș. In my opinion, this is due to the lack of ample archaeo‑
logical researches such as those performed over the last three decades on the territory of Hungary. 
Thus, any attempt to sketch the distribution area of this funerary habit in the Pannonian Plain, such 
as the one attempted by researchers C. Balogh and M. Heipl241, seems hazardous. The more recent 
researches support the ideas under discussion, as they have revealed a series of graves surrounded 
by ditches, discovered in the territories located outside the established area. To this end one should 
mention the discoveries in north‑east Hungary in Onga242 and Bükkábrány‑Bánya XI/A243 (Borsod‑
Abaúj‑Zemplén County) and Kótaj‑Verba‑tanya (Szabolcs‑Szatmár‑Bereg County), as well as those in 
south‑east Hungary, in Óföldeák‑Ürmös II¸ Site 10244, and those on the sites in Nădlac (Arad County, 
Romania) presented above. At the current stage, the southernmost spot in the Pannonian Plain that 
has revealed several graves surrounded by circular ditches is located in Subotica‑Verušić245 (Fig. 19/2).

Researcher V. Kulcsár believes that the graves located inside the ditched enclosures with an 
entrance were flat, like most of the Sarmatian graves in the Pannonian Plain246. A. Vaday supports 
a different idea, i.e. that graves surrounded by ditches were an attribute of the tumular ritual247, 
like in the Sarmatian environment in the north and north‑west areas of the Black Sea. V. Kulcsár 
nevertheless claims that not all of the graves surrounded by ditches must be interpreted straight‑

235 Bârcă, Cociș 2013, 34, Fig. 3.
236 It consisted of two beans placed 1.4 m apart along the long sides and of two transversal beams placed 2.6 m apart along 

the short side of the funerary pit. The long beams were identified over a length of 3.16 m and 2.9 m, respectively, while 
the short ones over a length of 1.72 m and 1.5 m, respectively. In width, they measured approximately 0.14 m (Bârcă, 
Cociș 2013, 32, Fig. 3; Bârcă, Grmueza, 2014, 161, Pl. V).

237 Grumeza, Ursuțiu 2016, 195–213.
238 Grumeza, Ursuțiu 2016, 195–196, Pl. II‑III.
239 Grumeza, Ursuțiu 2016, 196–197, Pl. IV/1, V‑VII.
240 A. Matiș, C. Fântâneanu, C. Florescu, Cercetările arheologice preventive în situl Hladik 1 în anul 2019 (Situl 6 – Centura 

de Sud a Timișoarei), presentation delivered on December 10th 2020 at Sesiunea Științifică „Unitate, continuitate şi 
independenţă în istoria poporului român”, National Museum of the Union, Alba Iulia.

241 Balogh, Heipl 2010, 153–154, 158.
242 Tóth, Szabó, Homoki 2015.
243 Tutkovics 2015, 225–226, 228, 236–237, 259, Fig. 3–5.
244 G. Gulyás 2014.
245 Szekeres, Szekeres 1996.
246 Kulchar 1997, 127.
247 Vaday 1989, 197.
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forward as tumular248. In the author’s opinion, the enclosures with continuous ditch represent a 
technological detail in the erection of the barrows, while those with an entrance were characteristic 
to the flat graves and fulfilled a ritual function249. According to her, the decisive argument is the 
case of the necropolis in Madaras‑Halmok250 where archaeologists have noted that the enclosures 
below barrows had continuous ditches, while the enclosures of the flat graves were provided with an 
entrance into the inner area251. Naturally, this argument seems viable, but one must not forget that 
reality in the field is often different. Cases when barrows are discovered in a fully flattened state due 
to intense agricultural exploitation suggest that in some situations the absence of a mound is not 
always proof of the fact that the grave was initially of the flat type. It is possible that some of the 
graves surrounded by ditches interpreted as flat were in fact tumular even if nothing was preserved 
of the mound. One cannot exclude, especially in the case of necropolises, the possibility that the 
mantle on top of the graves surrounded by ditches was not very large in the first place, in some cases 
only symbolic. This can be supported by the cases encountered in the area between the Prut and the 
Dniester where in some necropolises (e.g. Alkaliya, Cuconeştii Vechi I and II, Diviziya, Kholmskoe, 
and Vasil’evka) the barrows were flattened and only their outline was marked, in the shape of a 
circular spot with one grave or more graves in its perimeter. Some of these graves were surrounded 
with a circular ditch smaller in diameter than the flattened mound. Last but not least one must also 
mention the fact that that the majority of the circular ditched enclosures below the barrows in the 
north and north‑west Pontic area were provided with an entrance just like many of the more recent 
discoveries in the Pannonian Plain. To this end I should mention the archaeological researches in 
Pilis‑Horgásztó where specialists discovered numerous tumular graves with mounds preserved no 
taller than 0.4‑0.5 m. All of the graves below these mounds were surrounded by a circular ditch pro‑
vided with an entrance252. In the case of the cemetery in Hajdúdorog‑Csárdadomb one could note 
that the six graves surrounded by ditches were surmounted by a mound made of the soil extracted 
from the ditches253. For the same necropolis, specialists have also observed that individuals who held 
important positions in the community were buried in the graves surrounded by ditches and that the 
graves not surrounded by ditches belonged to lower‑status individuals254. The same was noted in 
the case of the graves in Makó‑Járandóról255. Like in the north and north‑west Pontic region, in the 
necropolises from the Pannonian Plain only some of the graves had ditched enclosures256 and such 
features mainly contained a single grave inside. There are rare cases when several graves or double 
burials feature in the inner area of such features257.

Despite the fact that numerous Sarmatian necropolises were researched on the territory of 
Hungary, specialists have noted that the graves with ditched enclosures often followed no pattern 
inside these necropolises258, a fact also confirmed by the discoveries of the last two decades. In the 
case of several necropolises one can note that graves surrounded by ditches are grouped in the center 
of the necropolis or form compact groups in a certain part of the cemetery. To this end I should men‑

248 Kulchar 1997, 127.
249 Kulchar 1997, 127, 128, 130, 131.
250 Kulchar 1997, 127.
251 Kőhegyi 1971, 213.
252 Gulyás 2011; Korom, Szilas, Terei 2010, 132.
253 Fodor 1997, 113. 
254 Fodor 1997, 113.
255 Herendi, Sóskuti 2016, 31–32, 36.
256 A total of 632 graves was researched in the necropolis from Madaras‑Halmok, 151 of which were of the barrow type. 

In the case of 102 tumular graves archaeologists have noted the fact that they were surrounded by a circular or square 
ditch (Kőhegyi, Vörös 2011, 235, 239, 361, 362, Map 1). In the necropolis from Pócspetri, 16 out of the 19 graves were 
surrounded by a circular ditch (Hullám 2012). The same is true for 17 of the 67 graves in the necropolis from Subotica‑
Verušić (Szekeres 1998, 107–147), for only 3 out of the 23 graves in Orosházi‑tanyá, Máv‑Sandgrube (Nagy 2005, Fig. 3), 
and for 32 out of the 79 graves in Makó‑Járandóról (Herendi, Sóskuti 2016, 31–32, 36, Fig. 5). On site BP 002‑003 (M0, 
the ring road around Budapest) only 28 out of the 79 researched graves were surrounded by a ditch (Korom, Szilas, Terei, 
2010, 129–130, Fig. 1), while in the necropolis of Kiskundorozsma‑Subasa (site 26/78) only 16 out of the 60 graves were 
surrounded by such a feature (Bozsik 2003, 97, 106, Fig. 1).

257 See for this the discoveries made in Sándorfalva‑Eperjes (Vörös 1985, 129 sqq.), Kiskundorozsma‑Nagyszék II (Szalontai, 
Tóth 2003, 69–81), Balástya, Sóspál‑halom (Balogh, Heipl 2010), or on site BP 002‑003 researched along the route of 
highway M0 (the ring road around Budapest) (Korom, Szilas, Terei 2010, 138, Fig. 10).

258 Kulchar 1997, 128.
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tion the situation on site BP 002‑003, researched on the route of highway M0 (the Budapest ring 
road), where the 20 rectangular ditched enclosures were located in the western and north‑western 
areas of the necropolis, while six of the graves with circular ditched enclosures were grouped in the 
eastern and south‑eastern parts259 (Fig. 18/4). Still, in both cases, one notes the tendency of graves 
without ditched enclosures to be grouped around those with such enclosures. Such cases have been 
encountered in the necropolises in Endrőd‑Szujókereszt260 (Fig.  16/2), Lajosmizse‑Kónya major261 
(Fig.  16/1), Törökszentmiklós‑Surján‑Újtelep262, Madaras‑Halmok263, Subotica‑Azotara/Szabadka‑
Verusics264 (Fig.  19/2), Óföldeák–Ürmös II265, Kiskundorozsma‑Subasa266, Abony 39 (Fig.  18/1–
2), Abony 48 (Fig.  17/2), and Cegléd267 (Fig.  17/3) etc. Inside some necropolises such as those in 
Törökszentmiklós‑Surján‑Újtelep268 (Fig.  16/3) and Endrőd‑Szujókereszt269 some of the graves are 
placed in a row, some distance apart from those surrounded by ditches and those grouped around 
the first270. For the necropolis in Lajosmizse‑Kónya major271 archaeologists have noted that women’s 
and men’s graves were located in distinct parts of the necropolis272, while in Sándorfalva‑Eperjer273 
men and boys were buried in the central part of the small cemetery, while women and lower‑rank 
community members were buried around them274. There are also cases when the graves with ditched 
enclosures were placed in rows (e.g. Sándorfalva‑Eperjes275) or separated from the rest of the funerary 
features (e.g. Tiszakürt‑Homokos276).

Sometimes, in the case of certain necropolises, like in the area north and north‑west of the Black 
Sea, archaeologists discovered both circular and square or rectangular ditched enclosures. As examples 
for this are the necropolises in Endrőd‑Szujókereszt277 (Fig. 16/2), Makó, Járandóról278, Bükkábrány‑
Bánya XI/A279 or the one on site BP 002‑003, researched along the route of the M0 highway (the ring 
road of Budapest)280 (Fig. 18/3–4). Most of the square ditched enclosures on the present‑day territory 
of Hungary have inner graves, but specialists have also encountered cases when they contained no 
burials inside (Madaras‑Halmok281, Sándorfalva‑Eperjer282).

Like in the north and north‑west Pontic area, in the Sarmatian environment on the present‑day 
territory of Hungary as well the ditches of these funerary features (with and without inner graves) 
have revealed animal bones (bovine), horse skulls or skull fragments, as well as pottery fragments or 
broken pots.)283 An interesting situation has been recorded in Hajdúszoboszló‑Bocskai TSz where the 
skeleton of a newborn infant was discovered in the ditch surrounding the grave284. Traces of possible 
funerary banquets were also identified archaeologically in the ditches of the funerary enclosures on 
sites 1M and 4M in Nădlac285.

259 For more details regarding the ditched enclosures on this site see Korom, Szilas, Terei 2010, 130–132.
260 Vaday, Szöke 1983, Fig. 26; Kulcsár 1998, 76–77, Fig. 18.
261 Kulcsár 1998, Fig. 21a–21b.
262 Vaday 1985, Fig. 2; Kulcsár 1998, Fig. 27.
263 Kőhegyi, Vörös 2011, Map. 1.
264 Szekeres, Szekeres 1996, Tab. I; Kulcsár 1998, Fig. 24.
265 Gulyás 2014, Pl. I‑II.
266 Bozsik 2003, 97, 106, Fig. 1.
267 Gulyás 2011, Fig. 1–4.
268 Vaday 1985, Fig. 2; Kulcsár 1998, 82–83, Fig. 27.
269 Vaday, Szöke 1983, Fig. 26; Kulcsár 1998, Fig. 18.
270 Istvánovits, Kulcsár 2003, p. 273.
271 Kulcsár 1998, 79, 129–132, Fig. 21a–21b.
272 Istvánovits, Kulcsár 2003, p. 273.
273 Vörös 1985, 129–172; Kulcsár 1998, 80, Fig. 23.
274 Istvánovits, Kulcsár 2003, 273.
275 Vörös 1985, Fig. 2; Kulcsár 1998, Fig. 23.
276 Vaday, Kiszely 1986, 109.
277 Vaday, Szöke 1983, 103, Fig. 26; Kulcsár 1998, Fig. 18.
278 Herendi, Sóskuti 2016, 32, 36, Fig. 6/2.
279 Tutkovics 2015, 225–226, 228, 236–237, 259, Fig. 3–5.
280 Korom, Szilas, Terei 2010, 130–131, Fig. 1.
281 Kőhegyi 1971, 211–212; Kőhegyi, Vörös 2011, Map 1; Kulcsár 1998, 39.
282 G. Vörös 1981, 26; Kulcsár 1998, 39.
283 Kulchar 1997, 129; Kulcsár 1998, 39, 72–73, 100, 116; Hullám 2012, 394; Korom, Szilas, Terei 2010, 132, Fig. 2.
284 Kulcsár 1998, 39.
285 Bârcă, Cociș 2013, 32, 34; Grumeza, Ursuțiu 2016, 196–197.
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The graves with ditched enclosures found in the Sarmatian environment of the Pannonian Plain 
had rectangular pits with rounded corners predominantly. Rectangular pits with lateral steps along 
the long sides were more rarely encountered, while those with niches or catacombs were missing, 
despite being frequent finds among the ditched funerary enclosures in the Sarmatian works from the 
north and north‑west Pontic area. 

Researches have also indicated that the graves inside ditched enclosures were located slightly 
deeper than the ground level of the features, as well as the fact that the funerary pits of these graves 
were much larger than those of the graves that were not surrounded with ditches286, a situation also 
confirmed by the discoveries made during the last couple of decades. The funerary pits of these graves 
have often revealed wooden structures (box‑type coffins made of wooden beams/plaques/frames). One 
must also note that the great majority of graves from the inner area of the ditched enclosures in the 
Sarmatian environment of the Pannonian Plain had been looted and desecrated of old, thus without 
inventory. This often makes their exact dating more difficult287. Still, the fact that they were looted 
suggest they had rich inventories and, besides the other aspects (the surrounding ditch, the funerary 
wooden structures, the funerary banquets and other ritual gestures), that the graves inside such enclo‑
sures belonged to individuals part of the rich layer of Sarmatian society. Researcher V. Kulcsár believes 
that the graves from the areas enclosed by ditches belonged to individuals who were the pater familias 
of families at the top of group hierarchy288.

Still, one must mention the fact that in the Sarmatian environment of the Pannonian Plain, just 
like in the one north and north‑west of the Black Sea, in certain cases archaeologists have not revealed 
significant differences between the graves with ditched enclosures and some of the graves without 
such enclosures in the same necropolises. 

V. Kulcsár believes that the habit of enclosing graves with ditches entered the Pannonian Plain 
after the arrival there of a group of Sarmatians from Bugeac during the 2nd century AD and was used 
until the Sarmatians disappeared from the Carpathian Basin289. Some have recently stated that the 
habit of surrounding the graves with circular or rectangular ditches entered the regions of Bugeac 
and the Great Hungarian Plain in the final third of the 2nd century AD290. Taking into account the 
archaeological and historical realities, I believe that this ritual habit, besides other elements and 
new funerary traits291, was introduced to the Pannonian Plain, as mentioned on other occasions as 
well292, by Sarmatians who have arrived here from the north‑western part of the Black Sea right after 
the Marcomannic Wars293. Supporting these statements one can also mention the numerous graves 
with ditched enclosures from the Pannonian Plain that can be dated after the end of the 2nd century 
AD. Thus, N. Dzigovskij’s statement that graves with ditched enclosures were introduced in the two 
geographic areas during the same chronological period does not stand considering that in the Prut‑
Dniester interfluve ditched enclosures following various ground plan shapes, with and without inner 
graves, appeared much before the period of the Marcomannic Wars.

***

The topic of the genesis of funerary ditched enclosures has been debated over time by several 
researchers294, but has not yet been fully settled.

The great majority of researchers looked for the roots of this habit in the eastern areas where the 
Sarmatians came from. S. I. Bezuglov and A. V. Zakharov compared the square ditched enclosures with 
the similar ones below the barrows of the Bronze Age in West Siberia and mentioned as analogies the 

286 Kulchar 1997, 127–128.
287 Such graves are sometimes dated with approximation, but also according to the chronological identification of the graves 

that had not been looted and were not surrounded by ditches, located in their proximity.
288 Kulchar 1997, 128; Istvánovits, Kulcsár 2003, 273.
289 Kulchar 1997, 131; Kulcsár 1998, 95; Istvánovits, Kulcsár, 1993, 29.
290 Dzigovskij 2013, 622.
291 See for this Kulcsár 1998, 95, 96, 102. 
292 Bârcă, Cociș 2013, 44; Bârcă 2015, 115.
293 Bârcă, Cociș 2013, 44; Bârcă 2015, 115.
294 Dergachev 1982, 134; Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 91–92; Bezuglov, Zakharov 1988, 16–17; Simonenko 1991, 213; Simonenko 

1993, 120, Kurchatov, Symonenko, Chyrkov 1995, 120–121; Kulchar 1997, 128–131; Kulcsár 1998, 35–40. 
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5th‑century features from Central Asia295. A. V. Gudkova and M. M. Fokeev saw their roots in the nomadic 
environment of Central Asia296 and compared the square ditched enclosures from the southern part of the 
area between the Prut and the Dniester with those below the barrows in Chash‑Tepe297. In their turn, Yu. A. 
Rappoport and S. A. Trudnovskaya presented as analogies for the ditched enclosures in Chash‑Tepe those 
below the earlier barrows in the delta of river Sîrdaria298. I should mention here the presence of the habit 
of surrounding the graves with ditches during the Eneolithic and the Bronze Age in East Europe299. One 
often encounters tumular graves surrounded by ditches in the Scythian300 and Late Scythian301 environ‑
ments as well, in the north and north‑west Pontic areas. Without marking essential differences between 
the square ditched enclosures without inner graves and the enclosures that follow different ground plans, 
V. Kulcsár believes, based on numerous analogies, that the ditched enclosures with an entrance originate 
in the Iranian world302. I have nothing against the eastern origin of ditched enclosures with and without 
inner graves in the Sarmatian world, especially since sufficient proof supports the idea.

Some researchers have expressed the idea that square ditched enclosures without inner graves 
originated in the West, linking their introduction in the Sarmatian world either to the Celtic tradi‑
tion303 or to the Central‑European area304. For the square ditched enclosures in the Prut‑Dniester area 
they have mentioned a series of analogies from the territory of Poland, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, 
and Hungary305. Based on the latter, these authors presumed that the Sarmatians from the Prut‑
Dniester interfluve could have adopted them through the lengthy contacts with the carriers of the 
Przeworsk Culture who moved during the 2nd century AD towards the north‑western part of the Black 
Sea306. Unfortunately, the mechanism through which the Sarmatians adopted these square enclosures 
is unclear and lacks plausible arguments. Upon a first glance at this hypothesis they have noted the 
fact that none of the graves of the Przeworsk Culture had ditched enclosures in the vicinity of the 
Sarmatian graves from the Prut‑Dniester interfluve307.

V. Kulcsár has rejected this latter opinion308. A. V. Simonenko309 and myself310 have also recently 
supported by the discoveries from the Middle Sarmatian Era necropolises in Chertovitski II and 
Pisarevka. The existence of square ditched enclosures in the Sarmatian environment from the Middle 
Don area must be interpreted as a natural argument that supports the fact that they are the precur‑
sors of those in the territory between the Prut and the Dniester, where they were introduced shortly 
afterwards (Medeleni, Palanca). I believe this archaeological fact indicates the possibility that the 
habit of using square ditched enclosures entered the north‑west Pontic area after the arrival there of 
Sarmatian groups from the territories left of the Don and not as a result of influences exerted by the 
Przeworsk Culture or other cultural environments in this part of Europe.

The opinion that square ditched enclosures were adopted from the Przeworsk environment is 
also contradicted by the very small number of such features in the Iazygian environment from the 
Pannonian Plain and by the fact that they are dated later than those in the north and north‑west 
Pontic areas – which is not normal if one believes that the carriers of the Przeworsk Culture inhabited 
territories neighboring those of the Iazyges where square enclosures should be more numerous and 

295 Bezuglov, Zakharov 1988, 16–17.
296 Gudkova, Fokeev 1984, 92.
297 Rappoport, Trudnovskaya 1979, 151–177.
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dated similarly, if not earlier that those north and north‑west of the Black Sea311. Besides, the hypoth‑
esis312 that the tradition of designing square and rectangular enclosures was brought to the area of 
the Don about the middle of the 3rd century by a group of Sarmatians who had arrived there from the 
north‑west area of the Black Sea as a consequence of their involvement in the eastwards campaigns 
of the Goths is also to be rejected under scrutiny. The archaeological discoveries made in the north 
and north‑west Pontic area also contradict the statement that the habit of surrounding the graves 
with ditches appeared in the Sarmatian environment from the area north‑west of the Black Sea and 
the present‑day territory of Hungary during the final third of the 2nd century AD313. This is supported 
by the square ditched enclosures in Medeleni and Palanca that are dated sometime between the final 
quarter/end of the 1st century and the beginning/first decades of the 2nd century AD. 

As for the circular enclosures bellow barrows, one must note that despite the fact that the current 
stage of research indicates that most of them date to the first stage of the Late Sarmatian Period (the 
second half of the 2nd century – the first half of the 3rd century AD), they had been introduced, as previ‑
ously mentioned314, already during the Middle Sarmatian Period. The idea is supported by the discov‑
eries made under the barrows in Cazaclia (T 10), Obileni (T 5) (the Prut‑Dniester interfluve), Verbki, 
Marina Roshcha (left of the Middle Dnieper), Kobyakovo (right of the Lower Don), Krivoj Liman and 
Novoaleksandrovka I (left of the Lower Don) that are dated to the chronological period between the 
second half of the 1st century AD and the beginning/first decades of the 2nd century AD. It is never‑
theless certain that in the Sarmatian environment in the area north and north‑west of the Black Sea 
this ritual habit must be interpreted, as I have argued before315, as introduced by the Sarmatians who 
had arrived from the territories in the Don area and in the Iazygian environment from the Pannonian 
Plain as introduced by the Sarmatians from the north‑west Pontic area.

***

In connection to the square and rectangular ditched enclosures without inner graves and with an 
entrance on the southern side, I believe, as previously mentioned on other occasions316, that they had a 
ritual function in the necropolises and for isolated graves (of the barrow or flat type) discovered in their 
proximity. The presence on the surface of these funerary enclosures and in the fill of their ditches of 
remains from funerary banquets (animal bones, especially horse skulls, broken amphorae and pots, burnt 
wooden coals etc.) stands proof of the ritual gestures performed in those areas after the burial of the 
deceased in the graves around the enclosures. The enclosures without inner graves probably functioned 
as sacred areas for ritual gestures connected to the cult of the ancestors or other religious ceremonies.

As for the ditched enclosures with graves inside, I must stress the idea that the ditches were most 
likely meant to separate the deceased from the outer world and that the surface of these funerary 
ditched enclosures was the scene of certain ritual gestures performed after the burial of the deceased317. 
The ditches of these features were probably also meant to protect the ritual gestures performed inside 
from the influence of the evil spirits318. It is thus very likely that the funerary ditched enclosures, with 
and without inner graves, fulfilled, as previously mentioned319, the role of scenes for ritual gestures 
connected to the funerary banquet and other elements of the cult of the dead.

Vitalie Bârcă
Institute of Archaeology and Art History of Cluj‑Napoca

Cluj‑Napoca, ROU
vitalie_barca@yahoo.com
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356    ◆    Vitalie Bârcă

Fig. 1. Ditched enclosures that are circular, rectangular, and trapezoidal in ground plan.
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Fig. 2. A. The location of the square‑shaped ditched enclosure in Bădragii Noi; B. Amphorae found in 
the ditch of enclosures no. 1 (1–4) and no. 2 (5–9) (after Kurchatov, Symonenko, Chyrkov 1995).
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Fig. 3. Ground plan of the necropolis in Kholmskoe (after Gudkova 1984).
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Fig. 4. Funerary ditched enclosures, following various ground plan shapes, from 
the necropolis in Vasil’evka (after Subbotin, Dzigovskij 1990b).
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Fig. 5. Circular ditched enclosures. 1. Obileni, T 5 (after Leviţki, Manzura, Demcenko 1996); 2. Gradeshka, T 11 (after 
Gudkova, Redina 1999); 3. Diviziya, T 7; 4. Diviziya, T 11 (after Subbotin, Dzigovskij 1990a); 5. Cartal (after Bruyako, 
Dzigovskij, R. Madyda‑Legutko 2017); 6. Cazaclia, T 22 (after Agul’nikov, Kurchatov 2005). 
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Fig. 6. Trapezoidal ditched enclosures. 1. Corpaci, T 1 (after Grosu 1979); 2. Mirnoe (after Gudkova, Fokeev 
1984); 3. Kobyakova (after Larenok 2016); 4. Vysochino V, T 4 (after Bespalyj, Luk’yashko 2008). Without scale.
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Fig. 7. 1–3. Funerary ditched enclosures following various ground plan shapes in the barrow necropolis from Zhuravka 
(after Bezuglov, Zakharo 1988); 4. The square ditched enclosure in Chertovitski II; 5. Ground plan of the barrow 
necropolis of Chertovitski II (after Medvedev 1990 and Simonenko 2003).
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Fig. 8. The square ditched enclosure in Medeleni (1) and the handmade clay pot 
from the fill of the ditch (2) (after Vornic, Bubulici, Popovici 2016).
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Fig. 9. The inventory of G 1 in Medeleni (after Vornic, Bubulici, Popovici 2016).
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Fig. 10. 1. The square ditched enclosure in Palanca; 2–3. The amphora and amphora foot fragment from the ditch 
(after Kurchatov 1990); 3. The barrows and the square ditched enclosure in Nagornoe (after Gudkova, Fokeev 1984). 
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Fig. 11. The funerary rectangular ditched enclosure under T 1 from Cazaclia (2), the grave 
pit (1), amphora fragments from the fill of the ditch (3–5). Without scale.
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Fig. 12. Rectangular ditched enclosures. 1. Dzinilor; 2. Nagornoe (after Gudkova, 
Fokeev 1984); 3. Kubej (after Subbotin, Dzigovskij 1990b).
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Fig. 13. 1. The circular ditched enclosure under T 10 in Cazaclia: 2. Grave ground plan 
and profile; 3. Bronze bowl; 4. Amphora (after Agulnicov, Bubulici 1999).
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Fig.  14. Circular ditched enclosures. 1. Valovyj I, T 4 (after Bezuglov, Glebov, Parusimov 2009); 2. Valovyj I, T 10 
(after Bespalyj, Bespalaya, Raev 2007); 3. Vysochino V, T 10; 4. Vysochino I, T 18 (after Bespalyj, Luk’yashko 2008); 5. 
Kobyakova (after Larenok, 2016); 6. Brilevka, T 139 (after Simonenko 1993).
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Fig. 15. 1. The circular ditches under T 6 in Zel’ts (after Ivanova, Petrenko, Vetchinnikova 2005); 2. The 
trapezoidal ditched enclosure under T 6 in Krasnogorovka I (after Bespalyj, Luk’yashko 2018).
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Fig. 16. Necropolises with graves surrounded by ditches, in the Sarmatian environment from the Pannonian Plain. 1. 
Lajosmizse‑Kónya major (after Kulcsár 1998); 2. Endrőd‑Szujókereszt (after Vaday, Szöke 1983); 3. Törökszentmiklós‑
Surján‑újtelep (after Vaday 1985).
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Fig. 17. Necropolises with graves surrounded by ditches, in the Sarmatian environment from the Pannonian 
Plain. 1. Pócspetri (after Hullám 2012); 2. Abony 48; 3. Cegléd (after Gulyás 2011). 2–3. Without scale.
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Fig. 18. Necropolises with graves surrounded by ditches, in the Sarmatian environment from the Pannonian Plain. 
1–2. Abony 39 (after Gulyás 2006; Gulyás 2011); 3–4. Site BP 002‑003, M 0 Budapest ring road (after Korom, Szilas, 
Terei 2010).
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Fig. 19. 1. Ground plan of the necropolis in Madaras‑Halmok (after Kőhegyi, Vörös 2011); 
2. Ground plan of the necropolis in Subotica‑Verušić (after Sekeres 1998).
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Fig. 20. Funerary enclosures with circular ditch and graves in the inner 
area in Nădlac (Site 1 M) (after Bârcă, Cociș 2013).
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Fig. 21. 1. Ground plan of the site of Nădlac 3 M Nord researched in 2014; 2–3. Funerary enclosure with circular 
ditch and grave from the inner area (Cx 401) of Site 3 M Nord in Nădlac (after Grumeza, Ursuțiu 2016).
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